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(54) K^W^ft] «^IHS«M^ -*©*ieE*ii. feiOMffi^EfiWiSB

(57) imfo]

W&k^m #®t£»*l_Bc. UtSatt-FflUS 2 i

.

&frfM«|3£. SB^tt)l4i. ffifflR5£tfRC*5

ft, E(SJ^lffllBi3*ih c piMWL, (0 0 0

2 ) EftffiOA 6 50*5, 3-10g£3.h. EfrlMfflR

3©A0 50(ori)£SiS{&ffi!a4©Ae 50(map)£©M

(A0 5O(maq)-A0 50(ori)> 1 ~ 8 ££ SttTt^
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5 ; «IUI
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&ftfflWmte. h c pUMWI, fro ( o o o 2 ) e

OA (9 50(ori)£, IlIttiOA 0 50(maq)iOi (A
0 5O(maq)-A0 50(ori)) fr, 1 -8g(!: $nt05C

[»5R3S2] Eft»J8PJ«tt. Ti, Zn, Y, Zr.
Ru, Re, Gd, Tb, C o CD 5 ^fr h 3i!tfft£ 1 a
*fc»21tU:t5 0a t%J«±SWT*fc©-t?*6C

[»5R3S3] EfflMfMRK. V, Cr, Mn. Fe,

m^m4] Kfammmitx. b, c, n, o. po*>

%fr6a»n& i««fcw2«a±*dW"*-*to'c*

ft.

[»*J|5] EfaWHSURtt, AgGef^ CuG
R u N b ^l^h^^^C^C i

[«i*ie] Effijs»rtfPHi^a:flSttiscDratc.

7 0a t %Stm^fr6ftSfc©r*£C£*«»£T
^^fto 1 :£iBtK0fiK5MB§«$

[M*H 8 ] ?H»tt«R±K: , 4>ft < t h$kM\±ttW

*6te&ft«ttT*ll4, itb©BI©EWtt*«Mrr*

El^lMIBURa. f c cSMWL, fro ( i i i ) Eft
fficDA05ofr. EAfH1RM<D
A0 5O(ori)£, SaettJRCDA0 5O(maq)<i:<DM (A6
50(maq)- A0 50(ori)) fr, 1 — 8S 4 5 tlT l>£ C £

[gfi^JH9] EfflMMttt. Ni. Cu, Pd. A
gr, P t, I r . Au, A 1 <D*>%frhm\XtiZ> 1 £0$

fctt2«W±«:5 0a t %teLk£W**fc<Dr*£t: <!:

*«f«4 r sst*b 8 satt©fis»saakjsi#.

[IS^JIIO] EftMBPfltB. B, C. N. O. P,

Cr, S i <D*> %fre>iStfft£ 1 «*fc«2«KLb*a

(2) «fW 2003-123245
2

gE&iSt*,

n) frO (Oe) VL±-C&*>CtZftWLt?*>n&mi

El^lftOWTflSK^KW6hn^ci

im^m 1 3 ] EfiMflrTHLRii. Ti. Zn, Y,

Zr. Ru, Re, Gd, Tb, H f <D5 % 1 ffl^/ct*

10 2 ««±££fi&# 4 -r Sttf4fr h£ £ i><DX~h&ct*

immm 1 4 ] Effl«WT«&»t«. b 2 «KS«r*rr a
»f4fr6**fc©r*sc i*«ftit5B«a 1 2 g
fcttl 3SattOGSAgB«tf(ft.

cm$« 1 5 ] #»tt»«itt»ttTift*iomtc %

m*mvztix<<>zc£*mwi£?z>imTii^ 1 40

1 6 ] *Ktt»«LhCC. 4>& < t t>mmvi
20 »fr6&4ft»ttT»BI«!:, «J:©WDEffltt*IMII*

SEfilW»«l4, »fbSBtt"#««fc#0£te»fl^E

MWi^. h c p«at^?c« f c c»jg*WU fr

0(0002) Er^Di^fcti (111) El^iffl©A(95o

fr, 3—1 Ogt^n, E|SJ*»JSP^©A0 50(ori)<L,

^iS»tt^CDA 9 50(maq) t (O^ (A (9 50(maq) - A 0 50

(ori)) fr, 1 -8g<t$^/c4>0<i:-r^C<b^^iJ[cL

BAeaK»«. *«i*a«±K % ^<ifctt«tt«

SEAIMNMI4. Sfb««M^»R(c#ly±K:Si[<cE
f^L,/cgit®ttfli<t, SSMtfrStteti. El^ftlfBBI

fr, h c p«iS*/c(if c c«MWl. fro (0 0 0

2 ) EMSfcli (111) K[Sjm<E>A0 50fr, 3-1
0S<t3ilT4B0, Er^#WJB<DA0 50(ori)£, MM

0 50(maq) <hOH ( A 0 50(maq) - AO 50(or

40 i)) fr, l-8*<td#i-CC>4Ci*4S«i:"r*Sa«E

[0 0 0 1 ]

[0 0 0 2 ]

so tc^o ffirtiasmiBSSsiftrw, mm&%&&>tcm
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[0 00 3]

»©S6ftSilflMk*aifc3WBfl[StiT*5 0, ^it^tt

fc. te»Sfl2 7 6 9 5 1 1 *s^ger«jffiiM@

<D c #CD|eft#f*ftA 6 50-£: 7 gfe(T £T 4 C <t

StiTl**.. £/c, ^68^6 - 7 6 2 6 O^fRtCCi,
f c c«jSOc«iOlB|fiI»tfcftAd50* 1 Og^Tcb-T

±-rsc £«:<»: *k itiS«ttl«fiS«i»cc)«»^*fflb.

[0004]

ttli, BBMUtfRWfcft, Er««l1Ml^. hep*
JB*«U (0 0 0 2 ) lefrMCDAG 50*1. 3-1
osisti-c*f9, ieifii»jspjK©A0 5o(ori)£, mm.

ffittfiOA 0 50(maq)<f:<DM (A 0 50(maq) - A 0 50(or

i)) l-8SiStirc^Ci*4$»i-rs« fiEfa

IMfRMfi*> Ti, Zn t Y, Zr, Ru. Re. Gd.

(3) ^2 003- 1 23245
4

0at%et±SS-r6Mit4Ci^rt-5.
MSi*. V k Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni<D*>^6

6im£tcte2 miu±i^mrzmi&trzct

t&VSZ. mfomWmi*. AgGe^l CuGe

10 # % C o£4 0-7 0 a t%*trW»*>6&4«Jaft8

^¥^MB
B
BeS^ 4 - 2 0 n mr* &fltsfci 4 C t tfi

[0 0 0 5 ] 4c»«OfiS»IB»IR«». #»ttS*Lh

( 1 1 1 ) ErfijffiOA 0 503&S. 3-iogi$iarij
20 ffiftSUfPBIOAe 50(ori)<h. ^H®t±licDA 6 50

(maq)<!:CD^ ( A 0 50(maq) - A 6 50(ori) ) f)K 1—8

i, Cu, Pd, Ag ( Pt, I r, Au, A]<D5^»

-rzmmtrzz mmmmte, b. c.

N, O, P, Cr, S i ©S^fciMfctt-i*

2««±*^-r-2>*flti-r-2>ci^-c^*. Mfiei4
H©jB»Ka^«K» (-Hn)W, 0 ( O e ) «±r

30 [0006] xzmowmmmmz. wtM&rmmt

n, Y, Zr, Ru v Re, Gd, Tb, Hf©Hl
a$ 2 «»±*aEifc» <tr atmx>ffif&?a c t^

S88tt**l4^e aIB^imM^H:» 6 *ir 1 » S*)5

40 [0007] *»wo»»se»«tto»jS*ffi».

(0 0 0 2 ) i2l^®S/cti (111) lEl^ISCDA 0 50

3—1 0g<hi?n v iefD]$IJiaiMOA0 50(ori)<b,

SflUBttBKDA 0 50(maq)iCD^ (A 6 50(maq)~ A 9 50

(ori)) f)K \-Sm±$tltcb<DtirZ>C±iftWL±
50 T^o



(4)
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[0008] xmiom&tmutmmz. mMmmm

*>KfiStt»»^6«cSft«ttTtftHii. fi±©B<DE|fiJ

tt«M0T*EAIMflJB4 , »ft«JW*3W»*K:»0S
fc*BKEfiLfc*ffli^B4. fiWB4#tttf&4'i k

EfflflffiRBtf, h c ptPJi&£fc« f c c«iS*WU
o (00 0 2) 82fnJg3:/c(3: (111) SSf^ffiOA 0 50

Efa$IJ<t9BOA 0 50(or

i)4. m&Mi±%%<DA 0 50(maq)£<DW: ( A 0 50(maq) - 10

A05O(ori))#. l-8gi^ntC^C<!:^Ii

[0009]

B. MililiiC ^mttTttfe^2i. mum
34, ffitet£l3S44, fit«B54, WtM6&«stttf

fflliiir-iicii^nti^N i **B£*r
t*7ji/ 5 tfvxmm (isaft^ 20

4#~C#£„ *fctn&©SfitcN i PB£^
x y > * * r£ 4CCJ: *9 JftsS 0 -scwr*
So ISlOSffiO^SRali, 0. 01-2nm
(»*l/<«0. 0 5-1. 5nm) 4 *T -5 ©sMffaTC

^I^-v F©»»*\ »a»W^l»©18»^ PStt

SJIiSiW^ F^tt^+^i&O^l^ 30

[0 0 10] ttfiaf4T«Ua2tt, iS«tt«4fC*$W5

SaffilTOilTIt F e£6 0 a t«H±**t8

eCo^#(FeCo, FeCoV&4), FeNi
(FeNi, FeNiMo, F e N i C r , Fe

N i S i ft4) , F eA 1 (FeAl, F e A 1

Si, FeAlSiCr, FeAlSiTiRutt
4 ) , FeCr ^^fe (FeCr, FeCrTi. Fe 40

CrCutci) 4 FeTa^i(FeTa, FaTa
Cft4) , FeC^fe FeN^i FeSi^
FeP^i FeNb^i FeHf^M

*tfSC±#r**. K«ttT»«t2«. FeAlO,
FeMgO, FeTaN, F e Z r N&4'0flkttM&A&

* * ifnc#k ^ n/t *^~ * ^ % £* tr
2>CtbVZZ> 0 tt8BEttTHWI2CC«, Co £8 0 a t

%W±SWU Zr, Nb, Ta t Cr, MolOH

sRfBH2003-123245
6

"CtSo CoZr, CoZrNb, CoZrT
a, CoZrCr, CoZ rMo&i'%ffj|ftt©iL
-c*efsc<t**r#S. *fc. *fi8ttTttB2«.

[001 1 ] f«^TttB2tt. *©»FD»*«KB s

KtttK ^X«0t^ SfcB*«

»B2fi!)Si*tt. 200 (Oe) (15. 8X10 8

A/m) ttTit40W*lC^ ««a#±ffi«H£

[0012] tt«BttTiftBt2©ff3tt. ««t*T»B2

n*. ?tet>*>, »«1±T*B2«:«fiS-r4t«40«|P
iSggBsi, »®ttTitt!M2©Mif t(0^-C^€>B
s • t 3 0 T • n mJ^± (B$ L/<(i60T • nm
fcj_h) -C*&C4#a*LC>.
[0013] iK®t4Tttyt2<D*ffi (EftfMSPB3»]<D

ffl) tt«ttT»M2*«fiR-r4»f4*J»»W*^:tt
5S±«c«{b3ftrt>&c4jW?*Li>. cogMbS&a
(MffcB) ©JlSttO. 1 nmKl3nm*at!r5©

tt^Ttlt«2^M^bS^ctt»B*--^
xi^jts, s i Msafc£K£oiea-r*c4**r
**. *A:tti«ttTfl6IB2^H©»fbSP» (BWbJl) CD

w^^a^KffioajftM^aiafli (tem>

[0014] EftM0B3t£. &±ictiim?2>mmM&

B3«, h c pMSStw^»snti^.
ffi^J*lJWB3©»3f44 0"C«, Ti, Zn, Y, Zr,
Ru, Re, Gd, Tb. C o CD %^6a«ti* 1 SI

^/di2tw±^5o a t %M±^m-rz>mn*m^z

[0015] CO«*44L"Ctt, T i , Zn, Y. Z

r, Ru 4 Re, Gd, Tb, C o CD 9 %ft 6il^n^
1 l*/ctt 2 ifeLh* 5 0 a t L . ^V.
Cr. Mn, Fe, Co, N i CD 5 ^<E>3i('**l& 1 g
^/cB2a«±^tpfe(D^ffll^C4^T^5„ ^f*
Wiirtt. RuCr, RuCo, ReV ( ZrNi.
RuCrMntWSCimS. Effl(Wfl)B3 4iK:

*5C^T, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, N i CD^Wfi
tt. 0. 1 a t 5 0 a t %*p4f^>0^?^

[0016] EG)MaiB3 ©*f»4 Ittt. Ti. Z

n, Y, Zr, R.u, Re, Gd, Tb. CoO)6^
6iStfn* 1 8*fcii2a«±4 5 0 a t %«±SS
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RuB, RuC, ZrN. ReBO^

N s O, PCDSSili, 0. la t%WL 50a t%

[0 0 1 7 ] £ftMfMt3CCtt t Ti, Zn, Y k Z

r. Ru. Re. Gd. Tb. C o©^ ^^^jBtftlS
.l«S/c«2atUi*5 0 a t%£Lh^l, JfooS i

BMfc«!, Zrgtfbtt, TiBMb«T, AlWt»OH* io

63MBn£ ia*fc«2««±*dif^«:fl9l^C<b
&i?#£ 0 IMlilttJ, Ru - S i O z , Ru-Z
rO z , Re-AI, O, Eft
WPISflciJlit, JJBKfbW (S i Bft<k4M. Zri
ffc«J. TilHt^ A xmtmtott 1«JH±) O^W
*B, 0. 1-4 0 a t%<b-T^(3[)^Wii"C**.

[0018] El°)flHjepB(3 B, AgG eS^. CuG

it^Ci^r^^ 0 Wit J*, 25Ag75Ge, 50
Cu5 0Ge, 75Ru25Nb^^©hcpij|©^ 20

[0019] EAMima tt, MMtttMtt*''? h U *

Ci^r^^ C©i£ffi&©¥*&fiLaB. 4-2 Onm

[0020] *mfomm<Dmmmmmc*si>x . ser^j

Wia«3 0 (0 00 2) EftHOAGsoB, 3- lOg 30

<#*L<B4-8ffi) ©ISHiSnri^. EftMffl!

JS3 OA 50B. ±ifiRl*«"C*S ige»W4«Ft±*i

r^OTI)^ JWfc&tKCB, Efp]SIJfflJM3 0*a5C4fe>W

[0 0 2 i] wt, Eifij»JiaMB3affl©iersiaj (ooo

( 1 ) tf-*ffi»&5£

@2 tc^-r^^cc «iBffij(cEi4imDjK3^^sn^
Tw^fDOC. AJWXK2 1*JHS*U [HlJ/rX^2 2^
B*fXIRMd«2 3 k J: or^tB-r^. <$ii

J
,gi2 30tt

W2. CCO^ffig2 3CcJ:-3 r«feffl3ti-S>lsl«Xt82 2

©a»x«2 i tcawafta (A*tx*82 1 <dssis2
4«C*fT«lBl*fXi«2 2<D#K) T^X^DgffitC
*f^SAS*X«2 1 ©A**fc0©2«. tftb%2 0i
fcsj^ccssrr*. a»x«2 i*fls*f-r^iscc«.

fw**D©fi**£{b3tt*C£teJ:9A*tX«2 1 50

*3fBH2003-123245
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©Aa*fl0£^{b3i±S££4>lc, ctitca»3^r,
l*ffla 2 3 0(618*. A94XS2 l(c*fr*@*?X«2
zonmwze cr&*>*A«x«2 1 ©ami* 002

2C0^JS*^tB^2 3CC<£OiSiJ5£iT£0-2 0** + >
ffi^tf^o cnctJ^T, H«rXJ»2 20*BiA»ft
0<t<DBBCfe€:8»^ H»fX«2 2 ©^S^gAi

W*EWrX*2 2©A«X«2 lK2tT£ft£2 0*.
20pa^. f#en/cM2 0 P J:l EfflM0M3

[0 02 2] (2) P v*>^ftJ»6T)^
msic^f^^c, t&fflH2 3£, @«rXtt2 2 0HK
2 0#2 0 p i^^/cfijBiCHSL/ctttSr, r-/**
DQfr££g{b£i±£C<bCCcfcDA84X*£2 KDAWft
0*XfbStf. A*tft0<k> *ftffl«2 3*c<fcoTlftWS

*fP/ST5. tfc£H232 3CDfig£, [H|»fX»2 2(DftK
2 0#*2 0 p<Lfc^/c{£»Cll^£fc&. a**>^
fflJSB, E^JWM3affic7)^eBB®©x^ *^Dffi&t>tf

*r^«*©^flj«r*rfcO<b&S. H4B* n-^^>^

[0 0 2 3] EfflMMt3 ©»3 B5 0 n mJWT (»*
t<B3 0nm«T) i^T 3©JWff»T*5. C<D$§/¥

*±E«SB£Mx £ i . EAMflM 3 rtrteSttOfifS

**** < d . saettM4 k*jwft«ttnwffl*ft

^ttTifeBi 2 £OKSt^A * < 0 , BafS#©»)Bffe

ftMepR 3 b. s-r arnt^aiefiattn 4 otfi«EAitt^
^fbTSfctf), J?S*so. 1 nm&LktKZ&Wcmai

[0024] mmM&mAtemmmmmmttttis^

B, Co^*ffll>4Ci3&W*U>. Co^iU
B. CoCrPt^t CoPt^4W7Sr*^ ^
/cCn^O^iCTa, Zr, Nb, Cu, Re k R
u. V. Nk Mn. Ge, Si, B. O, Ntt±**>6

tHiSi-rscitrs^u. jfi^^js (Co, co^
*»6tt*»i**W <Pt, Pd»> *>6tt*Ji4

B. CoifflOSCifcrSSL, CoCrPtfS
C o P tS^90C o^ffll^ C i trt

[0 0 2 5 ] fijt«14«4©»3B, BWiTfillfifea
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tt^tctb. lf$^100nm«T W£L<t*8-l
OOnm) £^&O#ffiiT&& 0

[0 0 2 6 ] m\MMi±BA (DA 0 50(mag)£@eft3ilJWa

3 (DA 6 5O(ori)£0^ (AO 50(maq) -AO 50(ori))

1 -8g (Jff* L<tt2-6g) £3*lTl>3 0 A
0 50(maq) - A 6 50(ori)#_kfd©B*fi$r £> & £ .

y

'£it?Z 0 mm.m£m4<DA0 50Qnaq)±\^ (000 10

2 ) S£faffi<DA0 5Q£l^ 0

[0 0 2 7 : mm&'&m <ommmmmm < - h
n) tt % 0 (Oe) «±<fcT*©##* C<D«»
B«»fiS«» (-Hn) #Jbe«B*«-C*&<!:. MM
6trWtt^fficTT^. B5CC7jVrJ:5K:. iKSBSKS^iiK

fi&W (-Hn) iW, ^Sttifi (MHi«) CCb^T,

*ailT\ W»^#0±ft*jSa*»6. SMbSEtftt
*4-*b*r©BE« (Oe ) r$fCidst*S.
Et^f&i&W (-Hn)B, 5 fc^mT S C <b fc 20

Hn) (J. Y# (MIA) 3&>6*b3E-C©ISBt (Oe) t
atcima. iEnz^ossff (-Hn)

^ri^ (0 5*#is) . ascc. mmm&iEttezmm

K«»fiH»» (-Hn) o#BEtc», IKffittTWfeJS 2 CD

U»*»<fc«>, ISft»PJ13> SfifiBISM 30

4, SS!5(D^6^f ^ ^^s&ffltv, C©f^

*-SI!l*8B3£»Wcj:i5a!SBEEtt«fiK«» (-Hn) *

[0028] \%mms\£, mmm®M4<Djg&zm<* t

«a*i»r. *»-^»»^? y tm»<ow<r>mms&*n

oJfiBr*S. mX-ttC* S iO z % ZrOi

[0 0 2 9] *S»)H6CCW, ^-7iU*o#yx-f-

[0 0 3 0] ±ifl««ECDKagHSJ«(*«:a«5g-r*tC«. 50

^2003- 1 23245
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«MB2*#iau *i>t\ se«ccjturccE>*«ttTilli

2©3lfficcK{I^JI4i*U %CCSAMfni3. a

[0 0 3 1] tt»ttT»n20*ffifcM{t*ffl*Jfi"r»

ifiC ^ft£f8M~?£ BWC D -fe X#X 4HC«BR«riSAT

WttO««Ml*»*C4*«-C**. 3E/c«»ttT»«
2MOWt»» (MM) iCctoT, »cSBEttT»«l2

[0 03 2] IBfilMaiBI3*JKSE-rsCC*/c-pr. AO
50*±gEISH (3-1 OS) KlI&E-rSfrCtt. Wxtf*
^v*ffi(C J: 0^«»BI3«:»ja-r
^x^xii^. seru-k h-xfiniEiii9
*«a{fc**;frffi*<tSC<!:#r*£. A6>50

Bgfeft* 10 0^3 0 OttT-SOWJ* LH.
P-fe^^(DE^0. 3-2 0Pait^WfJb
lr». SfcfiElIU- httl- 1 0 nm/s e c

H*LCi. *fc*-y» h-MOTEWi2 0~l 5 0

« U - K ^-y h - SfimEIRfc ±E«

[0033] mmm^m4 (»s*fiicc^

Stt*4*6tt**-ytp h*ffl^rSit«ttJB4*«tt
-rsct^-rss. Siamttfli4^,

nui^6«t«^a«»i& ar&«$(c«. (c

o. co^i) frs&aaiio^-y-yhi, x^ii
(Pt v Pd3|£) 3&>e>*4*2©if-y9 HrSJS«cffl

[0 034] l%mmS<DBl8J3&±UT:te. *7-tf>2

/c, S i O z *>Z r 0 2 ©^-y * htfflC»feRFW

cfc^r, S i O, *Z rO, ^6&*«B»5ftJ|5SS-r
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[0035] *iB»jif»©iagwaflaK»r«. e^msp
i3^hcp«I^U ( 0 0 0 2 ) |gfta©A
0 50*5, 3-1 Ogt^n, gfi®ffiH4©A0 50(ma

q) <L EftMfllR 3 OA 0 50(ori ) <h©^ (A 0 50(mag)
-

A0 5O(ori)> (WT. A0 5QHtC^)

t, Ki2l»«tt{b#l51ft<fctt4.

[0 0 3 6] EfifHfflJlg3 ©A 0 50^r±iB©H<*:-r£ C

ffiUB3©A0 5O#, StrafflR46c;fo#£fifc»^**

W*S^^#<ft-2> a *©*6*. SBtttt^atcBBtofJft

El»lte#&fbTSfcg> k K^^ttOffiT^ft^ttOsS

WI3OA0 5O4:3-1 0K(CiSSL//ci»^K:». g
aett^4 ©ieftt££&»cc uT»ffle>ar«Ftt«r^»i

<b©«afffla*»A, «tifc^^x«tt. EMR^mt

[0 0 3 7 ] 2fcA<9 5Q^£, 1 - 8git^C iJCj: 30

JMT(c^-TJBK*«?Iftr**. EfiJ*0ffliK3CD»*4

©*s*©«we mwm&Pttj&R) t, mmM&m*

»^«c». ier^Wfai^3iga^t4M4<tcr)^©A0 5o

***/jNS<ft*. c©J:^ft»^5Ctt. ei$lM8PK3<!:

8itiai4R4 iOIBt?[IJ[T©EM«««C^* ftilntfift

0f#SffiW^ft< ft5i*^.6ii&. C<Dtctb, mm

aotttt (te&m&^tt+ym) #**<jift^T<,>3
W^CCfcfc, EffliH9PIR3 ifiiSWtt)K4 <fc<DIH©A (9 50

»*«**(C**< ft&„ C ffitHMH©

•C. El^14*«0<^S*SS3&i«fiSSnrL*C^ (£52

#<ETfC J: Sffi^1#14®Sfb^. 5>ft?e6fiT5C J: £§B&

W2 003- 1 2 3 24 5

12

ie^WP3(D«:f4cDSpaH©m^ USftfltift^tt^JE

») <!:, 4 ©t***©»a©»fiSi
©©. *©ft#tor*"C**Ste. -TfttotaittSBftlB

4©*SB
B
Bie^ffi^W«i3tcl:b^, to-f^tc (A 0 50

ii^i^saift&etttc) qpft—tftaai^kitt. e
fa3HJM13 <h£iffl81£R4 tOBI-COiSI^OE^JWi*
ft5fc«). cne©l»Bff«c*H,>riS«f4IHBja©98«l

±ft0f#SffiWrt*3K ft&±**6ft£. ZOtctb. m

n. *e©*sm> siH»ttBi4tcfcuTttfl«[^-^o
fiSJffiiftO, ^X&tt#jyff£ft£ 0 Sit

©HfiCCJ:^ A0 5O^£±iSfGffl£^£C<^Ccfc~>

[0 0 3 8] *fc#:iSf4Tl6M2^^6tiri^©

AO^^b^n^o c©/ctf>, iWBK<DfB»S£#*J

[0 0 3 9] ±E85^«»»©H**tt*cJ:ti
tf. E|ni*yffllBI3«r, hcpfMWU An(0 0 0

2) Efaffi©A 0 5Q#3- 1 Og"C*0, A0 5Qg*H

[0040] WC, *ftW©88«SBii«SI*©02 ©*iS

6««StTCC>ft. f c c«tt«W^&El«iMMl3©
TOiUT^ Ni, Cu, Pd, Ag, Pt, Ir,

Au. AlO^%^6»<tl*l«*fctt2«K±*5
0 a t %H±SST 5HI4*ffl^4©Wf* lt^. CO
tmcDMztemt Itlt NiCr, N i , Au-SiO
z , Cu, PdB, 4flf5ci«*5 B EtSHHOIR

3«, Ni. Cu, Pd, Aff, Pt, I r, Au, A
W^^frhM&txZ l«*fctt2«K±*5 0 a t%
W±Ml, ^B, C, N, O, P, C r 4 S i <D*>

[ 0 0 4 l ] IBl^*Jfaiii3 », (111) EfolfflOA (9

50^\ 3-1 Ogi^titC^,, lEf^*IJfflI^3©A(9 50

ojsiaearwtt^jb-rs. ^/tAe so*5±eish£S
x^i, tB*«Ftt^^^xi*tt©^b*s<.
[0 0 4 2] SiEfiSttR4 ©A 0 50(maq)<h|B^SiJSHflS

3©A0 50(ori)i©^ (A0 5O(maq)-A0 50(ori))



(8)

13

(A05OH)B, l-8g(Jfil<»2^6S) i3
nn^ 0 50(mag)-A (9 50(ori)^±IB^H*i^r

€>ffWtt*msft-r *fc«fii[i«ttjit4©aaE«jB

fiS»ff(-Hn)«, 0 (Oe) KJii-r*0*«H*l/

[0043] ^iitK^iBoiBSiieffiKtt-ca. Kfiftiai

«3#fc c»a*^L, ^(ni) nftm<DA6
5o*<3— i ott<tsn. A05QH*n-8tti34iri» io

[ o o 4 4 3 a 7 {j, *m*<ommzmmw<om 3 ©is

trF«M2 <tentN0ii3 ^r^cc ieifij*ijaiT«6M7

Sf*«bSA^ 8 mfamwrwmitn*. ti. zn,
Y, Zr, Ru 4 Re, Gd, Tb ( Hf©5*>lll£ 20

tt*4£GTB, NiAl, FeAL CoFe, CoZ
r, NiTi, A 1 Co, A 1 Ru, CoTi©Hl

2 *iw±©£££Sk# ir £ fc©#»Br £
£ 0 £/c, CO^CC r , Mo, Si, Mn. W. N
b, Ti, Zr, B, O, N*©7C3R*aS»nL/ctt»4*

ffll>JCifcT»S. EfoJ*lJfflTttlH7<D/?S«, 30
nm«T<!:T^O*W*Ll^ COJSSaUJaKHSrH 30

8^*817 ©«3tt, 0. 1 nmW±£T£©#W$0
If*.

[ 0 0 4 5 ] m 8 ti, *»M©fia»ffiJMKi*0»4<DSI

fWffli«i3tffiiaiatti!4ioiffltc. mBtttm^6tt«

o&44ffiWCi*trSS. CCDC o^^iorti. 40

CoCrSffll^Cim^ J/cTa, Zr, N

b, Cu, Re, Ru, N i , Mn, Ge, Si, O,

N, B^e>ia«n-2)ia*yt«2««±C[>7C**CoC

r, Nb, C u , Re, Ru, Ni, Mn, Ge. S

i, O, N, B3^6iltttiSl«*fctt2««±©5c*
i, Coi*ittf*»ttOCo^A*fflt»5C <5:4>'C*

So Co6iWCoSS$», 40-7 0 at%it

^12 00 3- 1 23245
14

fbiT*. imtt4>MM8«. Jlir^££ffiEf&1$BI4<h

tt&Ti,sJXim&mil?Ztc&. 2 0 n mtTF&T
L<. 1 0 nmaTt'f*>(D&J:*)itf& L

t», *«tt*IBB8*RWaciKJ:-3 r, StttttA
4©ggfaf4£ft±3-£. RStAfrlKA. Iti/cttlMS

[ o o 4 6 ] h 9 *&w<DmMMmmf*<Dm 5 cd^

m i o t&&iibhx^z*v. ±sm i (ommmm<D
mglMS»m»£mtJ:Z. ffirt««1^9tcflH>64i3tt

*4<tLTB. CoC r^fe, ^CCoC r P t X (X

B. B, Ta, Cu, Zr, Nb, Re. Ni. Mn,
Ge. Si. O, N©5%fr£a«ft£ l«*/c«2«
feLL) ^Mftit^^ffll^Ci^t^,, Co
C r P t X<hGTB, CoCrPtB, CoCrPtT
a, CoCrPtBCuW^OW^U^ Sf*3g!

£#>6&6®l*tt*4, fl&)/U£C o Srn^£, CoPr^

c#5 0 0 (O e) H± (ST* 0< « l 0 0 0 (O e )

«. 20-1 50nm (»*U<«40-7 Onm) £
"T£<Dihf£U>o Irtg«tti9 6i, «C«ttT»«2#

B, Cri/ciiCr^mci^tt^ SWT
WlOW^ti^Cr^coWiUli, CrMo
*, CrTiS, CrWl CrMol CrVl. C
rSi^ CrNb^MfWCim§ fl

[0047] ffiftm&$m9*nvz>c±icj:->x. R
SBttTttR 2 ^ff^fiS-T £ BfcfcSKEKC J: £ * >U 2 J A

**/hs< ^bcD^^^^^-ri^c^tc, as ico®



15

^ 4 Z J 4 X9bSL

*

E* <' C 4 ifir* 6 a

[ 0 0 4 8 ] B 1 0 M\ *«^©?»SWH»«SE(*<D^ 6 <D

jsttsts i tmftTt&m i o 4 ©race, km 1 1 #

KBt 1 1 tt> a±CC«flc3*i&MrtT»Kl OOIS

0
B
0iefrtt£fl&^ *oisj^*jMMb*sfc»©4>©
C, ^ffflil/tit NiAl. F e A 1 . CoF
e , CoZr, NiTi, AICo, AlRu, CoT
i <o *> % 1 mz tea 2 «a±*£js# 4* *> $><D&mm

[ 0 0 4 9 ] H 1 1 *«BJ©»«sS»J«ftcD»7 (O

n*jB«*STfe©r*4. cccc^*««e»«<*-c
Sitfi8ttBl4i«8ai5i©faiK: 1 SHbSSKl 2

#Ktt6ftTl>Sj£rB 1 «C^t«MIfi»!lltiI^
Bfb£5£Kl 2©tt*44LTtt. tt»ttT«il«2K:

£1 2(DS8*Hc»2 0 0 (Oe)OT (*?£L<
1*5 0 (Oe) «T) ±**©jW*IA>. 88fb£50B

1 2cD^fn^mSgB sM\ 0. 4TfiLh(»aL<«
1TH±) 4TS03&iff*U». iiKtil 2

©««Kffl»«K»W«Bs U*7. 2T • nm«Tt
^Ci^Ll^ C<DB s • t #±EIBH 3&«;i£<fc

5IM*fc»SiSJBttBI4flH©ffi) fcctO'-eoifi^ («B

[0050] ttfbseSR 1 2 *RWS
C4teJ:-?r, Sfi88fflR4cr)^ffifcfc^Stt{bCDa6

Offit#fr<£«fb4, (RfiattT»il2teJ:OTSWbSSH

1 2 <DErt#ft<D»ffaW, HHB*»flW*J:9tcftr
3, COflUBKJ:^ Sffi«W3UB4©SWb#<fc9»fflfc

jam 2©*n*«ft3*ifc«j«4"f 6»*ec». mtt

[0 05 i]Hi2it *^ic»*asmiesii*»ffl

tBtR«»3 0«BtERtt3^W»IEtt8B3 14. iSM

EMItt3 0«c»urt»*©!B»ff^4:t7 9tt»^? F

3 2 4, JB«^» K3 2*Wfc3-tt*^-y FCttS3 3

(9) ^2 00 3- 1 2 3 2 4 5

16

4. BftB£ft«&»3 4£*«X.r<r>S. IBliSi

M*3 4tt. AaSttfc^-frfcAOTLTEMWMft
Stt»^-j F3 2iClo/cl BUR^9 K3 2*6©W*

[0 0 5 2 ] SSSl-x * F 3 2 <fc Utt, 9 F*
ffll^Cim^ II 3«. *8B«^* F<D—W*
Tjrrtor. MBStt^? F3 2tt, «i3 5t. =i-OU

3B±*6WMft*3*rCl»4. «®3 5«, nam*
10 ^Kffi3 7 4telA©^«^ffi3 8<!:^Wr-5>lMMIIBa

KEP»3*i*!»liL*|6£U W^fcafiStttt«4*i6

[0 0 5 3 ] 9 F 3 2 4fljl>r. SfllEffKft

3 0^OBB»^ff ^ISCCfrS. i««3 7©5fc»fr6»t*-

6*lfc8MW. SiBBSail4«:. S« 1 K:»0SHtc#
IfiKCfiafbSt**. C©H, fiS»SBfl»K^3 0K:«(Kffitt

T*M2#BW6tvtl>*feeb. MM^* F3 20i
««3 7 ffiE&fflll4. (ft«ttT«J«2

20 il(;tittBf3 8^£i^h 1 RHKMfi.
c<Dmm&mm&^ * f 3 2 &a«iEMKft3 040
IHCC«flt3*iSC4CcJ:r>. S8«©WAO©38W*s«

«2t»»iB«3 8A:6DM©«KW. ±113 7^1
!4T»«2A©IB©«Bll«:StLil!rtl*Ktt*3» i ffiKjfg

S3 8 0iiiiiil3 Hcbb^x+ftlc&^OT:. ffi

mmm3 & ^<mMmmt+»^s < & o . c^i

«t«C4l*ftU. *fc*^Ttt, ffiM^^ F4U
30 T, Ffel^O^cr). m«B£9Wcg;*fi8§l

tgji (GMR) 3R^*fltAfc«^SflWW»raik-N9 F

[0054] 4^«isa>aMeiMi£ni«. emte
gj«»3 O0EfrMfiMR3*sh c pt»aa/cWf c

(0002) se^n^/cc* dins
fpJSCOA0 50^, 3~10g4 3tl, A0 5O^#l-8

40 r, tBE»ffiSfb^Blfi64^S.

[0 0 5 5]

S2. 5>(>f)^DC7nFn>XA*,^l(r
^JU^ttKC-3 0 1 0) ©fiSBI^ + >^rttCJRSL..

PJitX^S 1 x l
0

-
5 Paitt^asrSEJB^ + ^^rt

*Bf*0/ca, CC7^*f^xS«l±{C, 9 2Co4Ta
4Z r^6*Stt«14T«S«l2 (i?3 15 0nm)

50 «L/cc ^^"C, 8cl8ttTiftlS2±«c, Ru*>645S



(10)

17

ISJSIIMR3 (i¥3 2 Onm), 65Col7CrlBP
t 2 B*>6tt5Sa»tt)Bt4 0*3 2 5nm) fcJBldJl,

^BtcD^S^mJ2 0 0
eCib/c o &t»T, SfifiSf*

4±CCCVDffi*»Ci-C/;-#>*6ft4«BBI5*

tSfiC*5l*r. aAbBtt, a (a t%) A - b (at 10

%) B*7jrr. W*«6 5Col7Cr 16Pt2B
6 5 a t°/oCo - 1 7 a t%C r - 1 6 a t%P t

- 2 a t % B (Co ^fp£6 5at%, C r 1 7

at% PtSfllBat^ BSW$2at%)*

[0 0 5 6] <HH«2^5) ErtlW1»«3*JJ:tfaiB

offi©*ttBH«« i ccisor^/c (m i *#flg) c 20

[0 0 5 7] (536016. 7) EfflMfflH3®tt»*sJ:

tc 0 *<Di&<D&m*9mm 1 k*£d-o&&/c (a 1 *#
M) .

[0 0 5 8 ] (MM 8. 9) ft«ttT»«2iElnlW
MR 3 i©IB«:EloiMfBrF*il7 £i£ttTfiB^2ii$i<*

1 *#JH) .

[0059] (mm io-i4) EftMMt3 ©»»

[0 06 0] ( JfcRffl 1 - 3 ) SMWI 3 ©»¥4*5 J:

fc. *©(ft©*fl=»36tli«lK:aiDT5B6fc <* 1 *#
M) .

[0061] (mm i5-i7) Ei°HMauR3 <otm
to&zrn 3 **2 cc^Tiio t L-cmmmmttzim
L/c *©ft©*Mm3S«Mll fc!*Dr5©*>/c (312 £

g 40

[0062] ($mm 1 8 ) tt«»T*iuB 2 ^e^moi
<t©IH«cEl^WflWTiftBl7*8Jtfr^S^JSf**

fl*u>/c EfiifW»*3«:ttN i*fflc*fc. *©teo*
ft{**«W 1 SKlRDTSfcfc (312 .

[0 0 6 3] (XlkMl 9-2 1 ) EfflMMR3 0tttt

L/c„ ^Ofl6©*fr«SIJfifliJl 5CCigi;T^d&/c (312

[oo64] amm*. s)Bmmm3*s*amm
»ttje4£ra«-r*BHc, mis yvtxjjxRt). m so

mm2003-123245
18

mo&mmmn s(,mcxm#>tc (312 .

[0 0 6 5] <^]&Sffl2 2-2 5) EfflfMffll]R3 fejctf

/Co 1 5K»D-C£»fc (313 £
#RS) o

[0 0 6 6 ] <*tt«2 6^3 3) ft«SttT«W2©t*
**** j:w» 3 % 31 4 cc^-rm o 4 lxm^&mm#* fp

SOfc *©(6©*frt3gQ6«HC»i;'r5e»ft: (314

*«JH) o

[0 06 7] (3UKW3 4-3 7) *S8tt*«14ft»
tTFitelR2 <L<D|ffl&C\ KM 1 1 . fflrtTMUR 1 0 .

mftmM'&m 9 *sw . watt-raw 2<ommm 5 «c

ft«=i***«l icmtXfe&tc (*5 £#M> o

[0 0 6 8 ] (HtbM3 8 ) ^S&ttSffi 1 t&mtiTto

*ttS«)/c (3I5£#M) .

[0 06 9 ] (i)»W3 9-4 6)SIIttl4(DW4

Uc 0 <Z<Di&<Dfk#tozmMm 1 CC^GT^/c («6 *
#JH) o

[0 07 0 ] (^J6«l47-50) ft«SttT«Ui2<D«

mzmm^mxx (rnnt?*) tcmrt±itj:-?x> m
»i4TiftiR2 tcmimmzm? c t^mtmmm 1 tc«

bxm&Mmmfo*ftMLtc 9 n^artt
s ( 1 0 o%o 2 ) , &tc\zmMr * (s
^ib : 5 0 v o 1 %O z ~ 5 0 v o 1 %A r )

/Co c<D®mieii^f*©1f^, *5iO'±IB^K:J:->r
©:^ttraK2 oftfficcjf^s tifcM-f fcji<D/*s^ 7

[0 0 7 1 ] (IH*«5 1 ) *«ttTflW2*JBfiR"rs
R(C t (fiHR^7X) 4 Or, Ar (100
%) «rffll^ acCir«J3R7^=f>iB^3V^ (ffi&tb: 1

0vol%O 2 -90vol°/oAr) ^l^CiW

tftJS2 0SMfti&4cKfbH^ffM$n/c0 c©BMtJBco

^5^7tcf#-i±r^-r (,

[0 0 7 2] <Htt«5 2-5 9 ) ^fiSEtt*IBK8 4HB:

/c (%8«#H8)
[0 0 7 3 ] <H»W6 0-6 4) ttfkSSWl 2*K

/c (^9*#«g) 0

[0074] s^iai^<*©E^i*ijfflms3



(11)

13

®ttig4OA

e

so*

x

mmftmc£*)&mbtc0 c<da

q sot*, h c pflWS4W"T *t*»^e>«c*JBr« ( 0 o

0 2) EfflffiteBBLTiMSU f c c«tt*«-rst*tt
*>6tta«-ctt (ill) iBrfijfficcgg U"caa5£u/c 0 *

A HT^-flfRWA 1 6 3 2, b->X*> K

s i 70 imp, s»s;fiBS»«Fi4a'JSKa (vsm) .

Ke r rW^g^fflOrKlt KStt^ttOI?

Kit «*^* Kiit«Bi^9 k*jbc>. tfae«

M600 kFCI (W^) {cr»J5£*tf o/c„

12 003-123245
20

5 0 kFC I tCT»*i&#£tecfto/d# t <*i&*fft

l#aoW*H4*CC»-rstB*©fiT* <%/d e c a

de)^ (So-S) X100/(SoX3) tCg^
i»rj»tHuyt. ccosstcfcc^r, s o »«aiB»ffi*(c

flHIBfltfft 1 fMB»©W*Hto«ftU S tt 1 0 0 0

#WDW£H07**T. KHWS**« 1 - 9 Cc^T,

[0075]
[an

*10

mm A950 A650 A650 nags
(ori) (mag) H(*2

m Bs mm & (S/de
a (T) mm «) (&) (S) 10-X -cade)

«6fW1 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 hep (*3 6.6 8.8 2.2 -6.1 0.65

£&ffl]2 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 hep (*3 3.4 6.9 3.5 -6. 1 0. 57

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 hep <*3 9.2 11.6 2.4 -6.4 0. 78

&S094 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 hep (*3 ao 9.2 1.2 -6.0 0. 58

H86095 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 hep (»3 5.2 12. 8 7.5 -6. 1 0.91

nmm 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 70Ru30Cr 30 hep (*3 5.4 8.9 3.5 -6.2 0.70

nmmt 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Re 30 hep (*3 4.7 5.2 0.5 -5.7 0.62

mam* 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 NiAl 8 Ru 20 hep (*3 8.9 11.5 2.6 -6.3 0.78
92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ti(*1 20 Ru 20 hep (*3 5.8 7.2 1.4 -6. 1 0. 55

mewio 92Cc4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 25Ag75Ge 25 hep (*3 7.2 9.8 2.6 -6.3 0.80
92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 50Cu50Ge 25 hep (»3 5.8 9.9 4. 1 -6.0 0. 60

nsni2 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 75Ru25ft> 25 hep (*3 6.7 7.9 1.2 -5.8 0. 50

HBfcfc|13 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 70Ru-30(SiO2) 25 hep (*3 6.8 9.9 3. 1 -6.2 0. 76

H860S14 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 80Re-20(Al2O3) 25 hep (*3 7.5 8.9 1.4 -5.9 0. 65

ttttfflll 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Re 30 hep (*3 10.8 14.6 3.8 -5.9 1.36

tt*H9!l2 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 25Ag75Ge 25 hep (*3 7.8 7.9 0. 1 -5.2 0.54
92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ti 30 hep (*3 2.4 3.6 1.2 -4.8 0.50

*2:A8 50M; A e 50(roag)- A 9 50(or i

)

*3:SSf£;65Co17Cr16Pt2S, gS:25rwi

(l^CD^fiiSn m)

[0 07 6] X X [*2]

Se A850
(ori)

A 950
(mag)

&650 &m
mm

<*

Bs
(T)

e
MSi (S) (S) (K) 10 -X

(Vde
-cade)

9^SWI15 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 80Ni20Cr 20 fee (*i 6.8 9.7 2.9 -5.8 0. 69

H^U16 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 80Ni20Cr 20 fee (*i 3.5 10 6.5 -5.8 0. 72

mmmu 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 80Ni20Cr 20 fee (*i 6.0 7.4 1.4 -5.7 0. 74

3SK&0!I18 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 NiAl 8 Ni 15 fee C*1 7.5 10.3 2.8 -6.

1

0. 69

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 70Au-30($iO2) 25 1oc c*i 6. 1 9.7 3.6 -6.3 0. 66

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Cu 15 fee (*i 5.2 9.9 4.7 -5.8 0. 62

iiagffii2i 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 30Pd20B 15 fee (*i 9.5 15. 1 5.6 -5.9 0.71

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 80Ni20Cr 20 fee (*i 10.6 13.2 2.6 -5.9 1. 36

tmms 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 80Ni20Cr 20 fee (*i 2.8 3.8 1.0 -4.1 0. 69

*1:$atfc:65Co17Cr16Pt2B. ®£;25nm

[0077]

(ffSCDMSiatnm)

50 [«3]



(12) W2 0 0 3- 1 2 3 24 5

21 22

4650
(ori)

A 6 50

(mag)

A 0 50 Emm

&&
£

Bs
(T)

B
a
es
m&

mi &
£ (£) (g) 10-X

(K/de
-cade)

92Cc4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 80Ni20Cr 20 fee 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 6.6 8.6 2.2 -6.1 0. 65

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 80Ni20Cr 20 fee 65Co17Cr15Pt2B 25 7.4 5.8 -1.6 -5.7 0. 72

^880923 92Co4Ta42r 150 1.3 80Ni20Cr 20 fee 65Co17Cr1BPt2B 25 7.3 4.6 -2.7 -4.3 0. 47

mmm2A 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 80Ni20Cr 20 fee 65Co17Cr15Pt2B 25 7.1 14.5 7.4 -6.

1

0. 92

nmm25 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 80Ni20Cr 20 fee 65Co17Cr15Pt2B 25 6.B 16.8 10 -5.8 1.62

(fPiSCDWSttn m)

[0 0 7 8 ] * * [314 ]

A 0 50 A 9 50 A 8 50
(ori) (mag) H

a Bs mi &
(T) mm £ (E) (g) (S) 10-X
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1. This document has been translated by computer.So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The soft-magnetism ground film which consists of soft magnetic materials at least on a

nonmagnetic substrate, and the orientation control film which controls the stacking tendency of a film

right above, The perpendicular magnetic film in which the easy axis mainly carried out orientation

perpendicularly to the substrate, and a protective coat are prepared, an orientation control film It has
hep structure and (0002) deltathetaSO of an orientation side is made into 3-10 degrees.

deltatheta50 of an orientation control film (ori), The magnetic-recording medium by which the
difference (deltathetaSO (mag)-deltatheta50 (ori)) of deltatheta50 (mag) of a perpendicular magnetic
film is characterized by considering as 1 - 8 times.

[Claim 2] one sort as which an orientation control film is chosen from from among Ti, Zn, Y, Zr, Ru,

Re, Gd, Tb, and Co, or two sorts or more — more than 50at% — the magnetic-recording medium
according to claim 1 characterized by being what contained

[Claim 3] An orientation control film is a magnetic-recording medium according to claim 2

characterized by being a thing containing one sort chosen from from among V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, and
nickel, or two sorts or more.

[Claim 4] An orientation control film is a magnetic-recording medium according to claim 2 or 3

characterized by being a thing containing one sort chosen from from among B t C, N, O, and P, or two
sorts or more.

[Claim 5] An orientation control film is a magnetic-recording medium according to claim 1

characterized by the bird clapper from either among an AgGe system alloy, a CuGe system alloy, and
a RuNb system alloy.

[Claim 6] a nonmagnetic interlayer prepares between an orientation control film and a perpendicular

magnetic film — having — this nonmagnetic interlayer — Co — 40 - 70at% — the inside of the
claims 1-5 characterized by being what consists of included material — a magnetic-recording
medium given in any 1 term
[Claim 7] An orientation control film is a magnetic-recording medium given in any 1 term among the
claims 1—6 which have granular structure and are characterized by the diameter of average crystal

grain being 4-20nm.
[Claim 8] The soft-magnetism ground film which consists of soft magnetic materials at least on a

nonmagnetic substrate, and the orientation control film which controls the stacking tendency of a film

right above, The perpendicular magnetic film in which the easy axis mainly carried out orientation

perpendicularly to the substrate, and a protective coat are prepared, an orientation control film It has
fee structure and (111) deltatheta50 of an orientation side is made into 3-10 degrees. deltatheta50

of an orientation control film (ori). The magnetic-recording medium by which the difference

(deltathetaSO (mag)-deltathetaSO (ori)) of deltathetaSO (mag) of a perpendicular magnetic film is

characterized by considering as 1 - 8 times.

[Claim 9] one sort as which an orientation control film is chosen from from among nickel, Cu, Pd t Ag,

Pt, Ir, Au, and aluminum, or two sorts or more — more than 50at% — the magnetic-recording medium
according to claim 8 characterized by being what contained

[Claim 10] An orientation control film is a magnetic-recording medium according to claim 9

characterized by being a thing containing one sort chosen from from among B, C, N, O, P, Cr, and Si,

or two sorts or more.

[Claim 11] It is a magnetic-recording medium given in any 1 term among the claims 1-10
characterized by the reverse magnetic-domain nucleation magnetic field (-Hn) of a perpendicular
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magnetic film being more than 0 (Oe).

[Claim 12] It is a magnetic-recording medium given in any 1 term among the claims 1-11

characterized by preparing the orientation control ground film between a soft-magnetism ground film

and an orientation control film.

[Claim 13] An orientation control ground film is a magnetic-recording medium according to claim 12

characterized by being what consists of material which makes a principal component one sort or two
sorts or more in Ti, Zn, Y, Zr, Ru, Re, Gd, Tb, and Hf.

[Claim 14] An orientation control ground film is a magnetic-recording medium according to claim 12

or 13 characterized by being what consists of material which has B-2 structure.

[Claim 15] It is a magnetic-recording medium given in any 1 term among the claims 1-14

characterized by preparing the hard magnetism film within a field which consists of a hard magnetic

material which has a magnetic anisotropy within a field between a nonmagnetic substrate and a soft-

magnetism ground film.

[Claim 1 6] The soft-magnetism ground film which consists of soft magnetic materials at least on a

nonmagnetic substrate. The orientation control film which controls the stacking tendency of a film

right above, the perpendicular magnetic film in which the easy axis mainly carried out orientation

perpendicularly to the substrate, and a protective coal It is the manufacture method of the

magnetic-recording medium equipped with the above, and in an orientation control film, it has hep
structure or fee structure, and (0002) deltathetaSO of an orientation side or (1 1 1) an orientation side

is made into 3-10 degrees. deltatheta50 of an orientation control film (ori), The difference

(deltathetaSO (mag)-deltatheta50 (ori)) of deltathetaSO (mag) of a perpendicular magnetic film is

characterized by considering as 1 - 8 times.

[Claim 1 7] A magnetic-recording medium and this magnetic-recording medium are equipped with the

magnetic head which carries out record reproduction of the information, a magnetic—recording
medium The soft-magnetism ground film which consists of soft magnetic materials at least on a

nonmagnetic substrate, and the orientation control film which controls the stacking tendency of a film

right above, The perpendicular magnetic film in which the easy axis mainly carried out orientation

perpendicularly to the substrate, and a protective coat are prepared. An orientation control film has

hep structure or fee structure, and (0002) deltathetaSO of an orientation side or (1 1 1) an orientation

side is made into 3-10 degrees. deltatheta50 of an orientation control film (ori), The magnetic

recorder and reproducing device to which the difference (deltathetaSO (mag)-deltatheta50 (ori)) of

deltathetaSO (mag) of a perpendicular magnetic film is characterized by considering as 1 - 8 times.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] this invention relates to a magnetic-recording

medium, its manufacture method, and the magnetic recorder and reproducing device that used this

magnetic-recording medium.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Conventionally, the magnetic-recording medium within a field the easy

axis in a magnetic film mainly carried out [ the medium ] orientation in parallel to the substrate is

used widely. By the magnetic-recording medium within a field, when recording density is raised, a

medium noise may increase under the influence of an anti-magnetic field in a record bit boundary. On
the other hand, the vertical-magnetic-recording medium in which the easy axis in a magnetic film

mainly carried out orientation perpendicularly to the substrate has the small influence of an anti-

magnetic field in a bit boundary, even when high recording density is formed, and since a record

magnetic domain with a clear boundary is formed, it attracts big attention from the ability of a heat

fluctuation property and noise figure to be raised.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] In recent years, the further high recording density-ization

of a magnetic-recording medium is demanded, in order to use the single magnetic pole head which is

excellent in the write-in capacity over a perpendicular magnetic film, the layer which consists of soft

magnetic materials called a backing layer between the perpendicular magnetic films and substrates

which are a record layer is prepared, and the magnetic-recording medium which raised the efficiency

of receipts and payments of the magnetic flux between a single magnetic pole head and a magnetic-

recording medium is proposed, however — the case where a backing layer is prepared — the record

reproducing characteristics at the time of record reproduction, heat-resistant demagnetization

resistance, and record — there is nothing that can be satisfied in resolution and the magnetic-

recording medium excellent in these properties was demanded Making the orientation distribution

angle deltathetaSO of the c axis of a crystal orientation promotion layer into 7 or less times is

proposed by the patent No. 2769511 official report. Moreover, making the orientation distribution

angle deltathetaSO of the c axis of fee structure into 10 or less degrees is proposed by JP,6-76260,A.

However, it is inadequate for the property improvement of a perpendicular magnetic film just to have

made orientation distribution of a crystal orientation promotion layer below into the predetermined

angle. Considering initial growth of the perpendicular magnetic film in the interface of a crystal

orientation promotion layer and a perpendicular magnetic film, when the difference of the orientation

of a crystal orientation promotion layer and a perpendicular magnetic film is small, there is a

possibility that the diameter of crystal grain of a magnetic film may become large. Conversely, when
the difference of orientation is too large, the amount of [ of a perpendicular magnetic film ] initial

growing region becomes thick, and record reproducing characteristics and heat fluctuation resistance

get worse. While urging the karyogenesis at the time of perpendicular magnetic-film growth and

making crystal grain detailed by making orientation distribution of a crystal orientation promotion layer

and a perpendicular magnetic film into a suitable value, the thickness for an initial growing region is

stopped and it becomes possible to prevent aggravation of heat fluctuation resistance, this invention

was made in view of the above-mentioned situation, and aims at offering the magnetic-recording

medium which record reproducing characteristics and heat-resistant demagnetization resistance are

raised, and enables high-density record reproduction, its manufacture method, and a magnetic
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recorder and reproducing device.

[0004]

[Means for Solving the Problem] The soft-magnetism ground film which consists of soft magnetic
materials at least on a nonmagnetic substrate by the magnetic-recording medium of this invention,

The orientation control film which controls the stacking tendency of a film right above, and the

perpendicular magnetic film in which the easy axis mainly carried out orientation perpendicularly to

the substrate, A protective coat is prepared, and an orientation control film has hep structure, and

(0002) deltathetaSO of an orientation side is made into 3-10 degrees. deltathetaSO of an orientation

control film (ori), The difference (deltathetaSO (mag)-deltatheta50 (ori)) of deltathetaSO (mag) of a

perpendicular magnetic film is characterized by considering as 1 - 8 times, one sort as which an

orientation control film is chosen from from among Ti, Zn, Y, Zr, Ru, Re, Gd, Tb, and Co, or two sorts

or more — more than 50at% — it can consider as the composition to contain An orientation control

film can be considered as the composition containing one sort chosen from from among V, Cr, Mn, Fe,

Co, and nickel, or two sorts or more. An orientation control film can be considered as the composition

containing one sort chosen from from among B, C, N, O, and P, or two sorts or more. An orientation

control film can be considered as the composition which consists of either among an AgGe system
alloy, a CuGe system alloy, and a RuNb system alloy, in this invention, a nonmagnetic interlayer

prepares between an orientation control film and a perpendicular magnetic film — having— this

nonmagnetic interlayer — Co — 40 - 70at% — the composition which consists of included material is

employable An orientation control film has granular structure, and can consider it as the composition

whose diameter of average crystal grain is 4-20nm.
[0005] The soft-magnetism ground film with which the magnetic-recording medium of this invention

consists of soft magnetic materials at least on a nonmagnetic substrate. The orientation control film

which controls the stacking tendency of a film right above, and the perpendicular magnetic film in

which the easy axis mainly carried out orientation perpendicularly to the substrate, A protective coat
is prepared, and an orientation control film has fee structure, and (111) deltatheta50 of an orientation

side is made into 3-10 degrees. deltathetaSO of an orientation control film (ori), The difference

(deltatheta50 (mag)-deltathetaSO (ori)) of deltathetaSO (mag) of a perpendicular magnetic film can
consider as the composition made into 1-8 times, one sort as which an orientation control film is

chosen from from among nickel, Cu t Pd, Ag, Pt, Ir, Au, and aluminum, or two sorts or more — more
than 50at% — it can consider as the composition to contain An orientation control film can be
considered as the composition containing one sort chosen from from among B, C, N, O, P, Cr, and Si,

or two sorts or more. As for the reverse magnetic-domain nucleation magnetic field (-Hn) of a

perpendicular magnetic film, it is desirable that it is more than 0 (Oe).

[0006] The magnetic-recording medium of this invention can be considered as the composition in

which the orientation control ground film is prepared between the soft-magnetism ground film and the
orientation control film. An orientation control ground film can constitute one sort or two sorts or

more in Ti, Zn, Y, Zr, Ru, Re, Gd, Tb, and Hf from material made into a principal component. An
orientation control ground film can consist of material which has B~2 structure. The magnetic-
recording medium of this invention can be considered as the composition in which the hard

magnetism film within a field which consists of a hard magnetic material which has a magnetic

anisotropy within a field is prepared between the nonmagnetic substrate and the soft-magnetism
ground film.

[0007] The soft-magnetism ground film with which the manufacture method of the magnetic-
recording medium of this invention consists of soft magnetic materials at least on a nonmagnetic
substrate, The orientation control film which controls the stacking tendency of a film right above, and
the perpendicular magnetic film in which the easy axis mainly carried out orientation perpendicularly

to the substrate, It is the manufacture method of a magnetic-recording medium of preparing a

protective coat, an orientation control film It has hep structure or fee structure, and (0002)

deltatheta50 of an orientation side or (111) an orientation side is made into 3-10 degrees.

deltathetaSO of an orientation control film (ori), The difference (deltatheta50 (mag)-deltathetaSO (ori))

of deltathetaSO (mag) of a perpendicular magnetic film is characterized by considering as 1 - 8 times.

[0008] The soft-magnetism ground film with which the magnetic recorder and reproducing device of

this invention equips a magnetic-recording medium and this magnetic-recording medium with the

magnetic head which carries out record reproduction of the information, and a magnetic-recording

medium consists of soft magnetic materials at least on a nonmagnetic substrate. The orientation

control film which controls the stacking tendency of a film right above, and the perpendicular
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magnetic film in which the easy axis mainly carried out orientation perpendicularly to the substrate, A
protective coat is prepared, and an orientation control film has hep structure or fee structure, and

(0002) deltathetaSO of an orientation side or (1 1 1) an orientation side is made into 3 - 10 degrees.

deltathetaSO of an orientation control film (ori), The difference (deltatheta50 (mag)-deltatheta50 (ori))

of deltatheta50 (mag) of a perpendicular magnetic film is characterized by considering as 1 - 8 times.

[0009]

[Embodiments of the Invention] The soft-magnetism ground film 2, the orientation control film 3, the

perpendicular magnetic film 4, a protective coat 5, and lubricating film 6 are formed on the

nonmagnetic substrate 1, and the magnetic-recording medium which drawing 1 shows the 1st

operation gestalt of the magnetic-recording medium of this invention, and is shown here is

constituted. The aluminium alloy substrate which has the NiP plating film generally used as a

substrate for magnetic-recording media as a substrate 1, glass substrates (glass ceramics, tempered

glass, etc.), a ceramic substrate, a carbon substrate, a silicon substrate, and a silicon-carbide

substrate can be mentioned. Moreover, the substrate which formed the NiP film by plating, the

spatter, etc. can be mentioned to these substrates. It is suitable for average-of-roughness-height Ra
of the front face of a substrate 1 to be referred to as 0.01-2nm (preferably 0.05-1.5nm). Adsorption

of the magnetic head to a medium and the magnetic-head vibration at the time of record

reproduction become it easy to take place that surface average-of-roughness-height Ra is under this

range. Moreover, a glide property will tend to become inadequate if surface average-ol^roughness-

height Ra exceeds this range.

[0010] Since the magnetization in the perpendicular magnetic film 4 is more firmly fixed in the

direction perpendicular to a substrate 1, the soft-magnetism ground film 2 is formed, as the soft

magnetic materials which constitute the soft-magnetism ground film 2 — Fe — more than 60at% —
Fe alloy to contain can be used As this material, FeCo system alloys (FeCo, FeCoV, etc.), FeNi

system alloys (FeNi, FeNiMo, FeNiCr, FeNiSi, etc.), FeAl system alloys (FeAl, FeAISi, FeAISiCr,

FeAISiTiRu, etc.), FeCr system alloys (FeCr, FeCrTi, FeCrCu, etc.), FeTa system alloys (FeTa, FaTaC,

etc.), a FeC system alloy, a FeN system alloy, a FeSi system alloy, a FeP system alloy, a FeNb
system alloy, and a FeHf system alloy can The soft-magnetism ground film 2 can be made into the

structure of having fine crystals, such as FeAlO, FeMgO, FeTaN, and FeZrN. Moreover, a fine crystal

can also consider as the composition which has the granular structure distributed in the matrix, the

soft-magnetism ground film 2 — Co — more than 80at% — Co alloy which contains and contains at

least one or more sorts in Zr, Nb, Ta, Cr, Mo, etc. can be used For example, CoZr, CoZrNb, CoZrTa,

CoZrCr, CoZrMo, etc. can be mentioned as a suitable thing. Moreover, the soft-magnetism ground

film 2 shall consist of an alloy which has amorphous structure.

[001 1] As for the soft-magnetism ground film 2, it is desirable that the saturation magnetic flux

density Bs is more than 0.8T. When saturation magnetic flux density Bs is smaller than 0.8T, control

of a reproduction wave becomes difficult and a noise increases. Moreover, it will be necessary to

a film thickly and there is a possibility of causing the fall of productivity. As for the coercive force of

the soft-magnetism ground film 2, it is desirable to carry out to below 200 (Oe) (15.8x103 A/m). If

coercive force exceeds the above-mentioned range, it will become the cause of the increase in a

noise.

[0012] The thickness of the soft-magnetism ground film 2 is suitably set up by the saturation

magnetic flux density Bs of the material which constitutes the soft-magnetism ground film 2. That is,

it is desirable for Bs-t which is the product of the saturation magnetic flux density Bs of the material

which constitutes the soft-magnetism ground film 2, and the thickness t of the soft-magnetism

ground film 2 to be 30 or more (preferably 60 or more T-nm) T-nm.

[0013] As for the front face (field by the side of the orientation control film 3) of the soft-magnetism

ground film 2, it is desirable that the material which constitutes the soft-magnetism ground film 2 has

oxidized partially or completely. As for the thickness of this oxidization portion (oxidizing zone), it is

desirable to be referred to as 0.1 nm or more less than 3nm. The state where the soft-magnetism

ground film 2 oxidized can be checked by the Auger electron spectroscopy, the SIMS method, etc.

Moreover, it can ask for the thickness of the oxidization portion (oxidizing zone) of soft-magnetism

ground film 2 front face with the transmission-electron-microscope (transverse electromagnetic)

photograph of for example, a medium cross section.

[0014] The orientation control film 3 is a film prepared in order to control the stacking tendency and

the diameter of crystal grain of the perpendicular magnetic film 4 which are located right above. In

the magnetic-recording medium of this operation gestalt, the orientation control film 3 consists of
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material which has hep structure, one sort chosen from from among Ti, Zn, Y, Zr, Ru, Re, Gd, Tb, and
Co as a material of the orientation control film 3, or two sorts or more — more than 50at% — it is

desirable to use the material to contain It is desirable to use either at least among Ru and Re also

especially in inside.

[0015] one sort chosen from from among Ti
? Zn, Y, Zrt Ru, Re, Gd, Tb, and Co as this material, or two

sorts or more — more than 50at% — the thing containing one sort which contains and is chosen from
from among V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, and nickel, or two sorts or more can also be used RuCr, RuCo, ReV,

ZrNi, and RuCrMn can be mentioned as an example. As for the content of V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, and

nickel, it is desirable in the orientation control film 3 to consider as more than 0.1 at% and less than

[ 50at% ].

[0016] one sort chosen from from among Ti, Zn, Y, Zr, Ru, Re, Gd, Tb, and Co as a material of the

orientation control film 3, or two sorts or more — more than 50at% — the thing containing one sort

which contains and is chosen from from among B, C, N, O, and P, or two sorts or more can also be
used RuB, RuC, ZrN, and ReBO can be mentioned as an example. As for the content of B, C, N, O,

and P, it is desirable in the orientation control film 3 to consider as more than 0.1 at% and less than

[ 50at% ].

[0017] one sort chosen as the orientation control film 3 from from among Ti, Zn, Y, Zr, Ru, Re, Gd, Tb,

and Co, or two sorts or more — more than 50at% — the alloy containing one sort which contains and
is chosen from from among Si oxide, Zr oxide, Ti oxide, and aluminum oxide, or two sorts or more can
also be used As an example, Ru—Si02, Ru~Zr02, and Re—aluminum 203 can be mentioned.

Considering as 0.1 - 40at% is suitable for the content of the above-mentioned oxide (one or more
sorts among Si oxide, Zr oxide, Ti oxide, and aluminum oxide) in the orientation control film 3.

[0018] The orientation control film 3 can also be considered as the composition which consists of

either among an AgGe system alloy, a CuGe system alloy, and a RuNb system alloy. For example, the

intermetallic-compound material of hep structure, such as 25Ag75germanium, 50Cu50germanium, and
75Ru25Nb, can be used.

[0019] Detailed crystal grain can also consider the orientation control film 3 as the composition which
has the granular structure distributed in the matrix. As for the mean particle diameter of this crystal

grain, it is desirable to be referred to as 4-20nm. A heat fluctuation property falls that this diameter

of average crystal grain is under the above-mentioned range, and if the above-mentioned range is

exceeded, noise figure will deteriorate. In addition, a heat fluctuation property means the property

about the loss of power by heat fluctuation.

[0020] Let deltatheta50 of the orientation (0002) side of the orientation control film 3 be the range of

3-10 degrees (preferably 4-8 times) in the magnetic-recording medium of this operation gestalt. If

deltathetaSO of the orientation control film 3 is under the above-mentioned range, record reproducing

characteristics will deteriorate, and if the above-mentioned range is exceeded, a heat fluctuation

property will deteriorate. deltatheta50 here shows the inclination distribution of the crystal face of

the film concerned, and, specifically, says the full width at half maximum of the locking curve about
the specific orientation side in the front face of the orientation control film 3. deltatheta50 can be
said for the crystal stacking tendency of the film concerned to be high, so that a numeric value is

small.

[0021] Hereafter, an example of the method of measuring deltatheta50 about the orientation side

(0002) of orientation control film 3 front face is explained.

(1) As shown in peak spotting drawing 2 , irradiate incidence X-ray 21 at the disk D with which the

orientation control film 3 was formed in the front-face side, and diffraction X-ray detector 23 detects

diffraction X-ray 22. The position of a detector 23 is set up so that the angle (angle of diffraction X-
ray 22 to the extension wire 24 of incidence X-ray 21) to incidence X-ray 21 of diffraction X-ray 22

detected by this detector 23 may become the double precision of the incident angle theta of

incidence X-ray 21 to a disk D front face, i.e., 2theta. In case incidence X-ray 21 is irradiated, while

changing the incident angle theta of incidence X-ray 21 by changing the sense of Disk D It is made
for this to be interlocked with, and the theta~2theta scanning which measures the intensity of

diffraction X-ray 22 with a detector 23 is performed, making it change so that the angle of diffraction

X-ray [ as opposed to incidence X-ray 21 for the position of a detector 23 ] 22 may maintain 2theta

(namely, angle of the double precision of the incident angle theta of incidence X-ray 21). By this, the

intensity of diffraction X-ray 22 and a relation with an incident angle theta are investigated, and the

position of the detector 23 with which the intensity of diffraction X-ray 22 serves as the maximum is

determined. Angle 2theta to incidence X-ray 21 of diffraction X-ray 22 in this detector position is
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called 2thetap. From obtained angle 2thetap f
the dominant crystal face can be known in orientation

control film 3 front face.

[0022] (2) As shown in the decision diagram 3 of a locking curve, where a detector 23 is fixed to the

position where angle 2theta of diffraction X-ray 22 became 2thetap t by changing the sense of Disk D,

change the incident angle theta of incidence X-ray 21 , and create the locking curve which shows the

relation between an incident angle theta and the intensity of diffraction X-ray 22 detected by the

detector 23. Since angle 2theta of diffraction X-ray 22 fixes the position of a detector 23 to the

position used as 2thetap, a locking curve expresses the distribution of an inclination to the Dth page

of the disk of the crystal face of orientation control film 3 front face. Drawing 4 shows the example of

a locking curve. In deltathetaSO, the full width at half maximum which shows the orientation side

concerned in this locking curve is said.

[0023] It is suitable for the thickness of the orientation control film 3 to be referred to as 50nm or

less (preferably 30nm or less). If this thickness exceeds the above-mentioned range, the particle size

of crystal grain will become large within the orientation control film 3, and the magnetic particle in the

perpendicular magnetic film 4 will big-and-rough-become easy to turn. Moreover, since the distance

of the magnetic head and the soft-magnetism ground film 2 at the time of record reproduction

becomes large, the resolution of a regenerative signal falls and noise figure deteriorates, it is not

desirable. Since the crystal stacking tendency of the perpendicular magnetic film 4 will deteriorate if

too thin, as for the orientation control film 3, it is desirable to form so that it may be thin to 0.1 nm or

more.

[0024] The perpendicular magnetic film 4 is a magnetic film in which the easy axis mainly carried out

orientation perpendicularly to the substrate, and it is desirable to use Co alloy for this perpendicular

magnetic film 4. A CoCrPt alloy and a CoPt alloy can be illustrated as a Co alloy. Moreover, the alloy

which added at least one sort of elements chosen as these alloys from Ta, Zr, Nb, Cu, Re, Ru, V,

nickel, Mn, germanium, Si, B, O, N, etc. can be used. Also let the perpendicular magnetic film 4 be the

multilayer structure which could also consider as monolayer structure uniform in the thickness

direction, and carried out the laminating of the layer which consists of transition metals (Co, Co
alloy), and the layer which consists of noble metals (Pt, Pd, etc.). Co can also be used for a

transition-metals layer and Co alloys, such as a CoCrPt system alloy and a CoPt system alloy, can
also be used for it

[0025] Although what is necessary is just to optimize suitably by the reproduction output made into

the purpose, since problems, such as aggravation of noise figure and a fall of resolution, tend to arise

in being too thick in the case of which [ of a monolayer structured type and a multilayer-structure

type ], it is suitable for the thickness of the perpendicular magnetic film 4 to set thickness to 100nm
or less (preferably 8-100nm).

[0026] The difference (deltatheta50 (mag)-deltathetaSO (ori)) of deltatheta50 (mag) of the

perpendicular magnetic film 4 and deltatheta50 (ori) of the orientation control film 3 is made into 1
-

8 times (preferably 2-6 times). If noise figure gets worse that deltatheta50 (mag)-deltatheta50 (ori)

is under the above-mentioned range and the above-mentioned range is exceeded, a heat fluctuation

property will deteriorate. In deltatheta50 (mag) of the perpendicular magnetic film 4, deltatheta50 of

an orientation (0002) side is said.

[0027] As for the reverse magnetic-domain nucleation magnetic field (-Hn) of the perpendicular

magnetic film 4, it is desirable to carry out to more than 0 (Oe). Heat fluctuation resistance falls that

this reverse magnetic-domain nucleation magnetic field (-Hn) is under the above-mentioned range.

As shown in drawing 5 , a reverse magnetic-domain nucleation magnetic field (-Hn) is process in

which an external magnetic field is decreased in a hysteresis curve (MH curve) from the state (sign c)

with which magnetization was saturated, and it can express with the distance (Oe) from the point a

that an external magnetic field is set to 0 to the point b that flux reversal starts. A reverse magnetic-
domain nucleation magnetic field (-Hn) can also be defined as follows. That is, in MH curve, if the

intersection of the tangent in the point d that magnetization is set to 0 in process in which an

external magnetic field is decreased, and the straight line which shows saturation magnetization is set

to b, a reverse magnetic-domain nucleation magnetic field (-Hn) can be expressed with the distance

(Oe) from a Y-axis (M shaft) to Point b. In addition, when a reverse magnetic-domain nucleation

magnetic field (-Hn) has Point b in the field to which an external magnetic field serves as negative, a

positive value is taken (see drawing 5 ), and a negative value is taken when Point b is in the field to

which an external magnetic field serves as positive conversely (see drawing 6 ). In order to remove
the influence of the soft-magnetism ground film 2 in measurement of a reverse magnetic-domain
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nucleation magnetic field (-Hn), it is suitable for it to measure using an oscillating-type magnetic-
properties measuring device or a Kerr effect measuring device using the disk which consists only of a

substrate 1 t the orientation control film 3, a perpendicular magnetic film 4, and a protective coat 5

about this disk. Moreover, a reverse magnetic-domain nucleation magnetic field (-Hn) can also be

measured by the oscillating-^type magnetic-properties measuring device or the Kerr effect measuring

device, using a magnetic-recording medium as it is.

[0028] A protective coat 5 is for preventing the injury on the front face of a medium, when the

magnetic head contacts a medium, while preventing the corrosion of the perpendicular magnetic film

4, and securing the lubricating properties between the magnetic head and a medium, and can use a

well-known material conventionally. For example, the material which can also consider as single

composition of C, Si02, and Zr02 t makes these a principal component, and contains other elements

can also be used. As for the thickness of a protective coat 5, it is desirable to consider as the range

of 1-1 Onm.

[0029] Well-known lubricant, such as a perfluoro polyether, fluoridation alcohol, and a fluoridation

carboxylic acid, can be used for lubricating film 6. The kind and thickness can be suitably set up

according to the property of the protective coat used or lubricant

[0030] In order to manufacture the magnetic-recording medium of the above-mentioned composition,

on the substrate 1 shown in drawing 1 , the soft-magnetism ground film 2 is formed by the spatter

etc., oxidation treatment is performed to the front face of this soft-magnetism ground film 2 if

needed, and, subsequently the orientation control film 3 and the perpendicular magnetic film 4 are

formed by the spatter etc. one by one.

[0031] In case it forms the portion near the **** method and the front face of the soft-magnetism
ground film 2 for the soft-magnetism ground film 2 in oxygen content gas after forming the soft-

magnetism ground film 2 in performing oxidation treatment to the front face of the soft-magnetism
ground film 2, the method of introducing oxygen into process gas can be taken. By scaling of this

soft-magnetism ground film 2, the magnetic fluctuation of the front face of the soft-magnetism
ground film 2 can be suppressed, and the crystal grain of the orientation control film 3 can be turned

minutely, and the improvement effect of noise figure can be acquired. Moreover, by the oxidization

portion (oxidizing zone) of soft-magnetism ground film 2 front face, it can stop that the staining

substance from the soft-magnetism ground film 2 moves to a medium front face, and generating of

the corrosion on the front face of a medium can be prevented.

[0032] In order to set deltatheta50 as the above-mentioned range (3-10 degrees) in forming the

orientation control film 3, the method of optimizing the temperature at the time of forming the

orientation control film 3 by the spatter, a process gas pressure, a membrane formation rate, the

distance between target-substrates, etc. can be taken. For example, in order to make deltatheta50

into the above-mentioned range, it is desirable to make the temperature conditions at the time of

forming the orientation control film 3 into 100-300 degrees C. Moreover, as for the pressure of

process gas, it is desirable to be referred to as 0.3-20Pa. Moreover, as for a membrane formation

rate, considering as 1 - 10 nm/sec is desirable. Moreover, as for the distance between target-

substrates, it is desirable to be referred to as 20-1 50mm. When conditions, such as temperature, a

process gas pressure, a membrane formation rate, and distance between target-substrates, exceed
under the above-mentioned range or the above-mentioned range, deltatheta50 becomes too little or

excessive, and noise figure, record reproducing characteristics, a heat fluctuation property, etc.

become easy to deteriorate.

[0033] When making the perpendicular magnetic film 4 into monolayer structure (structure uniform in

the thickness direction), the perpendicular magnetic film 4 can be formed using the target which
consists of material which constitutes this perpendicular magnetic film 4. In making the perpendicular

magnetic film 4 into the multilayer structure which consists of a transition-metals layer and a noble-

metals layer, it constitutes the perpendicular magnetic film 4 by using by turns the 1st target which

consists of transition metals (Co, Co alloy), and the 2nd target which consists of noble metals (Pt, Pd,

etc.), and performing sputtering.

[0034] The spatter using the carbon target as the formation method of a protective coat 5 can be
used. Moreover, CVD and the ion beam method can also be used. Moreover, the method of forming

the protective coat 5 which consists of Si02 or Zr02 by the reactant spatter using the gas which
contains oxygen as process gas etc. is applicable using the target of RF spatter using the target of

Si02 or Zr02 or Si, or Zr. Since it becomes possible to make it thin sharply compared with the

protective coat which could form the protective coat 5 with a very high degree of hardness, and was
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formed of the spatter in using CVD and the ion beam method, the spacing loss at the time of record

reproduction can be made small, and high-density record reproduction can be performed.

Subsequently, lubricating film 6 is formed by the DIP coating method, the spin coat method, etc.

[0035] By the magnetic-recording medium of this operation gestalt, the orientation control film 3 has
hep structure. deltathetaSO of an orientation side is made into 3-10 degrees. And (0002) the

difference (deltathetaSO (mag)-deltatheta50 (ori)) of deltathetaSO (mag) of the perpendicular magnetic

film 4, and deltatheta50 (ori) of the orientation control film 3 Since it makes (to call it deltathetaSO

difference hereafter) into 1-8 times, noise figure, record reproducing characteristics, etc. are raised

and the heat fluctuation property of moreover having excelled is acquired. Therefore, high recording

density-ization is attained.

[0036] By making deltathetaSO of the orientation control film 3 into the above-mentioned range

considers below why outstanding magnetic properties are obtained, this invention person found out

wholeheartedly that deltatheta50 of the orientation control film 3 had big influence on the diameter of

a magnetic cluster in the perpendicular magnetic film 4 as a result of examination. That is, when
deltatheta50 of the orientation control film 3 is too small, in the perpendicular magnetic film 4 t the

sense of magnetization becomes uniform, and the magnetic combination between magnetic particles

becomes large. Consequently, are concerned, there is nothing in the diameter of a magnetic particle,

the diameter of a magnetic cluster becomes large, a medium noise increases, and record reproducing

characteristics deteriorate. On the other hand, since a crystal stacking tendency deteriorates in the

perpendicular magnetic film 4 when deltatheta50 of the orientation control film 3 is too large, the fall

of a magnetic anisotropy and degradation of a square shape ratio occur, and a heat fluctuation

property gets worse. On the other hand, when deltatheta50 of the orientation control film 3 is set as
3-10 degrees, the stacking tendency of the perpendicular magnetic film 4 is made good, a heat

fluctuation property is made good, moreover, the direction of an easy axis is ununiformity-ized to

some extent, the interaction of magnetization can be suppressed and the outstanding noise figure and

outstanding record reproducing characteristics can be obtained.

[0037] Moreover, although the reason the magnetic properties which were excellent by making
deltathetaSO difference into 1-8 times are obtained is not clear, the guess shown below is possible.

When the composition (the crystal structure and lattice constant) of the crystal of the material of the

orientation control film 3 and the composition of the crystal of the material of the perpendicular

magnetic film 4 are equal or alike, deltatheta50 difference between the orientation control film 3 and
the perpendicular magnetic film 4 becomes small. In such a case, since a big difference will be in an

atomic array state between the orientation control film 3 and the perpendicular magnetic film 4, it is

thought that the part which may serve as an opportunity of grain boundary formation in these

interfaces decreases. For this reason, the grain boundary becomes is hard to be formed in the growth
early stages of the perpendicular magnetic film 4, consequently crystal grain becomes uneven and big

and rough in the perpendicular magnetic film 4, and it is thought that noise figure deteriorates. On the

other hand, when the composition (the crystal structure and lattice constant) of the crystal of

material differs greatly between the orientation control film 3 and the perpendicular magnetic film 4,

deltathetaSO difference between the orientation control film 3 and the perpendicular magnetic film 4
becomes very large, in this case, aggravation of output characteristics the crystal which is remarkably

inferior in a stacking tendency will be formed by considering as a cause that the crystal structure is

confused at the time of initial growth of the perpendicular magnetic film 4, and according to a

coercive force fall and resolution — degradation of the record reproducing characteristics by fall etc.

becomes easy to take place On the other hand, the composition of the crystal of the material of the

orientation control film 3 (the crystal structure and lattice constant), Although the composition of the

crystal of the material of the perpendicular magnetic film 4 differs, the difference comes out only. In a

certain case namely, when the crystal orientation of the perpendicular magnetic film 4 becomes
uneven slightly compared with the orientation control film 3 (to grade from which deltathetaSO

difference becomes 1-8 times) Since the array states of the atom between the orientation control

film 3 and the perpendicular magnetic film 4 differ, it is thought that the part which may serve as an

opportunity of grain boundary formation in these interfaces increases. For this reason, in the growth
early stages of the perpendicular magnetic film 4, it is urged to formation of the grain boundary,

consequently crystal grain becomes uniform and detailed in the perpendicular magnetic film 4, and
noise figure becomes good. Furthermore, disorder of crystal orientation can be suppressed to the

minimum at the time of initial growth of the perpendicular magnetic film 4, and aggravation of a heat

fluctuation property can be prevented. Guess that a heat fluctuation property can be raised is
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possible, without degrading noise figure and record reproducing characteristics by making

deltathetaSO difference into the above-mentioned range for the above reason.

[0038] Moreover, since the soft-magnetism ground film 2 is formed, a magnetic path is formed

between the magnetic head and the soft-magnetism ground film 2 at the time of record reproduction,

and the efficiency of receipts and payments of the magnetic flux in the magnetic head is increased.

For this reason, high-density record reproduction is attained.

[0039] Moreover, the outstanding heat fluctuation property can be acquired, without worsening noise

figure, record reproducing characteristics, etc., since according to the manufacture method of the

above-mentioned magnetic-recording medium it shall have hep structure for the orientation control

film 3, and (0002) deltatheta50 of an orientation side shall be 3 - 10 degrees and deltatheta50

difference shall be 1 - 8 times. Therefore, high recording density-ization is attained.

[0040] Next, the 2nd operation gestalt of the magnetic-recording medium of this invention is

explained using drawing J . The orientation control film 3 is constituted from the material which has

fee structure by the magnetic-recording medium of this operation gestalt. one sort chosen from from

among nickel, Cu, Pd, Ag, Pt, Ir, Au, and aluminum as a material of the orientation control film 3 which

has fee structure, or two sorts or more — more than 50at% — it is desirable to use the material to

contain As an example of this material, NiCr, nickel, Au-Si02, and Cu and PdB can be mentioned, one

sort as which the orientation control film 3 is chosen from from among nickel, Cu, Pd, Ag, Pt, [r, Au,

and aluminum, or two sorts or more — more than 50at% — it can also consider as the composition

containing one sort which contains and is chosen from from among B, C t N, O, P, Cr, and Si, or two
sorts or more
[0041] As for the orientation control film 3, deltatheta50 of an orientation (111) side is made into 3 -

10 degrees. Flux reversal becomes it easy to happen that deltathetaSO of the orientation control film

3 is under the above-mentioned range, and a heat fluctuation property deteriorates. Moreover, if

deltathetaSO exceeds the above-mentioned range, degradation of output characteristics or noise

figure will be caused.

[0042] The difference (deltatheta50 (mag)-deltathetaSO (ori)) (deltatheta50 difference) of

deltatheta50 (mag) of the perpendicular magnetic film 4 and deltathetaSO (ori) of the orientation

control film 3 is made into 1-8 times (preferably 2-6 times). If noise figure gets worse that

deltathetaSO (mag)-deltatheta50 (ori) is under the above-mentioned range and the above-mentioned
range is exceeded, a heat fluctuation property will deteriorate. Moreover, as for the reverse

magnetic-domain nucleation magnetic field (-Hn) of the perpendicular magnetic film 4, it is desirable

to carry out to more than 0 (Oe). Heat fluctuation resistance falls that a reverse magnetic-domain

nucleation magnetic field (-Hn) is under the above-mentioned range.

[0043] By the magnetic-recording medium of this operation gestalt, since the orientation control film

3 has fee structure, and (111) deltathetaSO of an orientation side is made into 3-10 degrees and

deltatheta50 difference is made into 1-8 times, as above-mentioned, improvement in magnetic

properties (output characteristics, noise figure, record reproducing characteristics, etc.) can be aimed
at, and, moreover, degradation of a heat fluctuation property can be prevented. Therefore, high

recording density-ization is attained.

[0044] Drawing 7 shows the 3rd operation gestalt of the magnetic-recording medium of this invention.

By this magnetic-recording medium, it differs from the magnetic-recording medium of the operation

gestalt of the above 1st in that the orientation control ground film 7 is formed between the soft-

magnetism ground film 2 and the orientation control film 3. The material which makes a principal

component one sort or two sorts or more in Ti, Zn, Y, Zr, Ru, Re, Gd, Tb, and Hf can be used for the

orientation control ground film 7. Moreover, the material which has B-2 structure can also be used as

a material of the orientation control ground film 7. As a material which has B-2 structure, what makes
a principal component one sort or two sorts or more of alloys among NiAl, FeAl, CoFe, CoZr, NiTi,

AICo, AIRu, and CoTi can be used. Moreover, the material which added elements, such as Cr, Mo, Si,

Mn, W, Nb, Ti, Zr, B, O, and N, can also be used for this alloy. As for the thickness of the orientation

control ground film 7, it is desirable to be referred to as 30nm or less. If this thickness exceeds the

above-mentioned range, since the distance of the perpendicular magnetic film 4 and the soft-

magnetism ground film 2 becomes large, resolution and noise figure will deteriorate. As for the

thickness of the orientation control ground film 7, it is desirable to be referred to as 0.1 nm or more.

[0045] Drawing 8 shows the 4th operation gestalt of the magnetic-recording medium of this invention.

By this magnetic-recording medium, it differs from the magnetic-recording medium of the operation

gestalt of the above 1st in that the nonmagnetic interlayer 8 which consists of a non-magnetic
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material is formed between the orientation control film 3 and the perpendicular magnetic film 4. Co
alloy can be used for the nonmagnetic interlayer 8. CoCr can be used as this Co alloy. Moreover, the
alloy which added to CoCr one sort or two sorts or more of elements chosen from Ta, Zr, Nb, Cu, Re,

Ru, nickel, Mn, germanium. Si, O, N, and B can be used. Moreover, nonmagnetic Co alloy containing

one sort or two sorts or more of elements chosen from Ta, Zr, Nb, Cu, Re, Ru, nickel, Mn, germanium,
Si, O, N, and B and Co can also be used. As for Co content in Co alloy, considering as 40 - 70at% is

desirable. This content becomes inadequate [ the effect of raising the crystal stacking tendency of

the perpendicular magnetic film 4 as it is under the above-mentioned range ]. Moreover, if content
exceeds the above-mentioned range, the nonmagnetic interlayer 8 will become is easy to be
magnetized, and the magnetic properties of a magnetic-recording medium will get worse. Since the
distance of the perpendicular magnetic film 4 and the soft-magnetism ground film 2 will be large,

resolution will fall by the bird clapper and noise figure will get worse if too thick, as for the
nonmagnetic interlayer 8, it is desirable to be referred to as 20nm or less, and it is more desirable to

be referred to as 10nm or less. By forming the nonmagnetic interlayer 8, the stacking tendency of the
perpendicular magnetic film 4 is raised, coercive force can be heightened and outstanding output
characteristics can be obtained.

[0046] Drawing 9 shows the 5th operation gestalt of the magnetic-recording medium of this invention.

By this magnetic-recording medium, it differs from the magnetic-recording medium of the operation

gestalt of the above 1st in that the hard magnetism film 9 within a field which consists of a hard
magnetic material which has a magnetic anisotropy within a field, and the ground film 10 within a field

are formed between the nonmagnetic substrate 1 and the soft-magnetism ground film 2. As a

used for the hard magnetism film 9 within a field, a CoCr alloy, especially the thing which makes a

principal component CoCrPtX (one sort or two sorts or more as which X is chosen from from among
B, Ta, Cu, Zr, Nb, Re, nickel, Mn, germanium, Si, O, and N) can be used. As CoCrPtX, it is desirable to

use CoCrPtB, CoCrPtTa, and CoCrPtBCu. As a material of the hard magnetism film 9 within a field,

the magnetic material which consists of an alloy of transition metals and rare earth elements, for

example, a CoSm alloy, and a CoPr alloy can also be mentioned. As for the hard magnetism film 9

within a field, it is desirable that coercive force He is more than 500 (Oe) (preferably more than 1000
(Oe)). thickness of the hard magnetism film 9 within a field is set to 20-1 50nm (preferably 40-70nm) -

- it is desirable In order to make it the soft-magnetism ground film 2 not form a substrate radial

magnetic domain wall, as for the hard magnetism film 9 within a field, it is desirable that it is

magnetized in the direction of a radial from a substrate center, and the hard magnetism film and the
soft-magnetism ground film 2 are carrying out switched connection. The ground film 10 within a field

is formed directly under the hard magnetism film 9, and can mention Cr or Cr alloy as the material. As
an example of Cr alloy used for the ground film 10 within a field, the alloy of a CrMo system, a CrTi
system, a CrW system, a CrMo system, a CrV system, a CrSi system, and a CrNb system can be
mentioned.

[0047] By forming the hard magnetism film 9 within a field, generating of the spike noise by the huge
magnetic domain which the soft-magnetism ground film 2 forms can be prevented, it excels in an
error rate property, and a magnetic-recording medium recordable high-density can be obtained. This

is based on the following reasons. Since [ that coercive force is small ] the soft-magnetism ground
film 2 has the changeable direction of magnetization, it forms a huge magnetic domain in the field

inboard of a substrate 1. The magnetic domain wall which is the boundary of the magnetic domain in

this soft-magnetism ground film 2 causes spike-noise generating, and has the factor and bird clapper

to which the error rate of a magnetic-recording medium is reduced. The magnetization direction of

the soft-magnetism ground film 2 is compulsorily turned to substrate 1 radial one, and the switched
connection between the hard magnetism film 9 and the soft-magnetism ground film 2 can be
prevented from forming the above-mentioned huge magnetic domain by forming the hard magnetism
film 9 within a field between the soft-magnetism ground film 2 and a substrate 1. For this reason,

spike-noise generating can be prevented.

[0048] Drawing 10 shows the 6th operation gestalt of the magnetic-recording medium of this

invention. By this magnetic-recording medium, it differs from the magnetic-recording medium shown
in drawing 9 with the point that the seed film 1 1 is formed between the nonmagnetic substrate 1 and
the ground film 10 within a field. The seed film 1 1 is for raising the crystal stacking tendency of the
ground film 10 within a field formed right above, and making crystal grain detailed, and what makes a

principal component one sort or two sorts or more in NiAl, FeAl, CoFe, CoZr, NiTi, AICo, AIRu, and
CoTi can be used for it as the material. With this operation gestalt, by forming the seed film 11, the
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crystal stacking tendency of the hard magnetism film 9 within a field can be raised, a magnetic

anisotropy can be raised, and a medium noise can be stopped still lower.

[0049] Drawing 1

1

shows the 7th operation gestalt of the magnetic-recording medium of this

invention. By the magnetic-recording medium shown here, it differs from the magnetic-recording

medium shown in drawing 1 with the point that the magnetization stable film 12 is formed between
the perpendicular magnetic film 4 and the protective coat 5. What was illustrated as a material of the

magnetization stable film 12 as a material which can be used for the soft-magnetism ground film 2

can be used. As for the coercive force He of the magnetization stable film 12, it is desirable to carry

out to below 200 (Oe) (preferably below 50 (Oe)). As for the saturation magnetic flux density Bs of

the magnetization stable film 12, it is desirable to carry out to more than 0.4T (T or more [ Preferably

1 ]). moreover, saturation-magnetic-flux-density thickness product Bs-t of the magnetization stable

film 12 is 7.2 or less T-nm — it is desirable If this Bs-t exceeds the above-mentioned range, a

reproduction output will decline. In a front face (field by the side of a protective coat 5 or the

perpendicular magnetic film 4), and its near (field of the depth predetermined [ a front face to ]), a

component can consider the magnetization stable film 12 as the composition which oxidized partially

or on the whole.

[0050] With this operation gestalt, fluctuation of the magnetization in the front face of the

perpendicular magnetic film 4 can be suppressed by forming the magnetization stable film 12. For this

reason, leakage flux stops influencing of fluctuation, and a reproduction output increases. Moreover,

by forming the magnetization stable film 12, magnetization of the perpendicular direction of the

perpendicular magnetic film 4 and magnetization of the field inboard of the soft-magnetism ground

film 2 and the magnetization stable film 12 come to form a closed circuit Since magnetization of the

perpendicular magnetic film 4 is more firmly fixed by this operation, heat fluctuation resistance

improves by it Moreover, since the magnetic fluctuation of the front face of the magnetization stable

film 12 can be suppressed when considering as the composition in which the front face of the

magnetization stable film 12 oxidized, the noise resulting from this magnetic fluctuation can be
reduced, and the record reproducing characteristics of a magnetic-recording medium can be
improved.

[0051] Drawing 12 is the cross-section block diagram showing an example of the magnetic recorder

and reproducing device concerning this invention. The magnetic recorder and reproducing device

shown in this drawing is equipped with the medium mechanical component 31 which carries out the

rotation drive of the magnetic-recording medium 30 and this magnetic-recording medium 30 of the

above—mentioned composition, the magnetic head 32 which performs informational record

reproduction to the magnetic-recording medium 30, the head mechanical component 33 which makes
the magnetic head 32 drive, and the record regenerative-signal processor 34. The record

regenerative-signal system 34 processes the inputted data, a record signal can be sent to the

magnetic head 32, or can process the regenerative signal from the magnetic head 32, and can output

data now.

[0052] A single magnetic pole head can be used as the magnetic head 32. Drawing 13 shows an

example of a single magnetic pole head, and outline composition of the single magnetic pole head 32
is carried out from the magnetic pole 35 and the coil 36. A magnetic pole 35 is formed in the shape of

[ which has the main pole 37 with narrow width of face, and the broad auxiliary magnetic pole 38 ] a

side view abbreviation KO character, and the main pole 37 can generate the magnetic field impressed

to the perpendicular magnetic film 4 at the time of record, and can detect now the magnetic flux from
the perpendicular magnetic film 4 at the time of reproduction.

[0053] In case record to the magnetic-recording medium 30 is performed using the single magnetic

pole head 32, the magnetic flux emitted from the nose of cam of the main pole 37 makes the

perpendicular magnetic film 4 magnetize in the perpendicular direction to a substrate 1. Under the

present circumstances, since the soft-magnetism ground film 2 is formed in the magnetic-recording

medium 30, the magnetic flux from the main pole 37 of the single magnetic pole head 32 is led to the

auxiliary magnetic pole 38 through the perpendicular magnetic film 4 and the soft-magnetism ground

film 2, and forms a closed magnetic circuit By forming this closed magnetic circuit between the single

magnetic pole head 32 and the magnetic-recording medium 30, the increase of the efficiency of

receipts and payments of magnetic flux and high-density record reproduction are attained. In addition,

although the magnetic flux between the soft-magnetism ground film 2 and the auxiliary magnetic pole

38 becomes a retrose to the magnetic flux between the main pole 37 and the soft-magnetism ground

film 2, the area of the auxiliary magnetic pole 38 is fully latus compared with the main pole 37, the
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density from the auxiliary magnetic pole 38 becomes small enough, and magnetization of the

perpendicular magnetic film 4 is not influenced by the magnetic flux from this auxiliary magnetic pole

38. Moreover, in this invention, the compound-die thin film magnetic-recording head which equipped

with the huge magnetic-reluctance (GMR) element, the things, for example, the reproduction section,

other than a single magnetic pole head, can also be used as the magnetic head.

[0054] As for the magnetic recorder and reproducing device of this operation gestalt, the orientation

control film 3 of the magnetic-recording medium 30 has hep structure or fee structure. And (0002)

since deltatheta50 of an orientation side or (111) an orientation side is made into 3-10 degrees and

deltatheta50 difference is made into 1-8 times, as above-mentioned, improvement in magnetic

properties (output characteristics, noise figure, record reproducing characteristics, etc.) can be aimed

at, and, moreover, degradation of a heat fluctuation property can be prevented. Therefore, high

recording density-ization is attained.

[0055]

[Example] Hereafter, an example is shown and the operation effect of this invention is clarified.

(Example 1) The glass substrate [ finishing / washing ] 1 (made in Ohara, outer diameter of 2.5

inches) was held in the membrane formation chamber of DC magnetron-sputtering equipment

(product C-3010 made from Anelva), and after exhausting the inside of a membrane formation

chamber until it was set to -5 Pa, the soft-magnetism ground film 2 (150nm in thickness) which

consists of 92Co4Ta4Zr was formed on this ultimate-vacuum 1x10 glass substrate 1. Subsequently,

the orientation control film 3 (20nm in thickness) which consists of Ru, and the perpendicular

magnetic film 4 (25nm in thickness) which consists of a 65Co17Cr16Pt2B were formed on the soft-

magnetism ground film 2. When forming each above-mentioned film, gas pressure was set as 0.5Pa,

using an argon as process gas. Moreover, the temperature conditions at the time of membrane
formation were made into 200 degrees C. Subsequently, the protective coat 5 which uses CVD and

consists of carbon was formed on the perpendicular magnetic film 4. Subsequently, the lubricating film

6 which consists of a perfluoro polyether by the DIP coating method was formed, and the magnetic-

recording medium was obtained (see Table 1). In addition, in the publication of the above-mentioned
charge of an alloy, aAbB shows a(at%) A-b(at%) B. For example, 65Co(es)1 7Cr16Pt2B means 65at%

Co-17at%Cr-16at%Pt-2at%B (Co content 65at% and Cr content 17at% and Pt content 16at% and B
content 2at%).

[0056] (Examples 2-5) When forming the orientation control film 3 and the perpendicular magnetic

film 4, by adjusting temperature, a process gas pressure, a membrane formation rate, and the

distance between target-substrates, deltathetaSO was changed and the magnetic-recording medium
was produced. Other conditions were defined according to the example 1 (see Table 1).

[0057] (Examples 6 and 7) The magnetic-recording medium was produced [ ****** ] as the material

and thickness of the orientation control film 3 were shown in Table 1. Other conditions were defined

according to the example 1 (see Table 1).

[0058] (Examples 8 and 9) The orientation control ground film 7 was formed between the soft-

magnetism ground film 2 and the orientation control film 3, and the magnetic-recording medium was
produced. Other conditions were defined according to the example 1 (see Table 1).

[0059] (Examples 10-14) The magnetic-recording medium was produced [ ****** ] as the material

and thickness of the orientation control film 3 were shown in Table 1. Other conditions were defined

according to the example 1 (see Table 1).

[0060] (Examples 1-3 of comparison) The magnetic-recording medium was produced [ ****** ] as

the material and thickness of the orientation control film 3 were shown in Table 1. Other conditions

were defined according to the example 1 (see Table 1).

[0061] (Examples 15-17) The magnetic-recording medium was produced [ ****** ] as the material

and thickness of the orientation control film 3 were shown in Table 2. Other conditions were defined

according to the example 1 (see Table 2).

[0062] (Example 18) The orientation control ground film 7 was formed between the soft-magnetism

ground film 2 and the orientation control film 3, and the magnetic-recording medium was produced,

nickel was used for the orientation control film 3. Other conditions were defined according to the

example 15 (see Table 2).

[0063] (Examples 19-21) The magnetic-recording medium was produced [ ****** ] as the material

and thickness of the orientation control film 3 were shown in Table 2. Other conditions were defined

according to the example 15 (see Table 2).

[0064] (Examples 4 and 5 of comparison) When forming the orientation control film 3 and the
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perpendicular magnetic film 4, by adjusting temperature, a process gas pressure, a membrane
formation rate, and the distance between target-substrates, deltathetaSO was changed and the

magnetic-recording medium was produced. Other conditions were defined according to the example
15 (see Table 2).

[0065] (Examples 22-25) When forming the orientation control film 3 and the perpendicular magnetic

film 4, by adjusting temperature, a process gas pressure, a membrane formation rate, and the

distance between target-substrates, deltatheta50 was changed and the magnetic-recording medium
was produced. Other conditions were defined according to the example 15 (see Table 3).

[0066] (Examples 26-33) The magnetic-recording medium was produced [ ****** ] as the material

and thickness of the soft-magnetism ground film 2 were shown in Table 4. Other conditions were
defined according to the example 1 (see Table 4).

[0067] (Examples 34-37) Between the nonmagnetic substrate 1 and the soft-magnetism ground film

2, the seed film 11, the ground film 10 within a field, and the hard magnetism film 9 within a field were
formed, and the magnetic-recording medium was produced using what is shown in Table 5 into the

material of the soft-magnetism ground film 2. Other conditions were defined according to the example

1 (see Table 5).

[0068] (Example 38) Between the nonmagnetic substrate 1 and the soft-magnetism ground film 2, the

ground film 10 within a field and the hard magnetism film 9 within a field were formed, and the

magnetic-recording medium was produced. Other conditions were defined according to the example 1

(see Table 5).

[0069] (Examples 39-46) The magnetic-recording medium was produced [ ****** ] as the material

and thickness of the perpendicular magnetic film 4 were shown in Table 6. Other conditions were
defined according to the example 1 (see Table 6).

[0070] (Examples 47-50) the front face of the soft-magnetism ground film 2 — oxygen content gas

(exposure gas) — **** — by things, the magnetic-recording medium was produced according to the

example 1 except performing oxidation treatment on the soft-magnetism ground film 2 As exposure

gas, pure oxygen (100%O2) or oxygen argon mixed gas (mixing ratio : 50vol% O2-50vol% Ar) was used.

The thickness of the oxidizing zone formed in the front face of the soft-magnetism ground film 2 of

the composition and the above-mentioned exposure of this magnetic-recording medium is shown in

Table 7.

[0071] (Example 51) When forming the soft-magnetism ground film 2, according to the example 1, the

magnetic-recording medium was produced except using Ar (100%) and subsequently using oxygen
argon mixed gas (mixing ratio : 10vol% O2-90vol% Ar) as process gas (membrane formation gas), (see

Table 7). Of use of oxygen argon mixed gas, the oxidizing zone was formed near the front face of the

soft-magnetism ground film 2. The thickness, of this oxidizing zone is collectively shown in Table 7.

[0072] (Examples 52-59) According to the example 1, the magnetic-recording medium was produced
except forming the nonmagnetic interlayer 8 (see Table 8).

[0073] (Examples 60-64) According to the example 1, the magnetic-recording medium was produced
except forming the magnetization stable film 12 (see Table 9).

[0074] deltathetaSO of the orientation control film 3 of each magnetic-recording medium and the

perpendicular magnetic film 4 was measured with the X-ray diffraction method. By the film which

consists of material which has hep structure, these deltatheta50 measured about the orientation side

(0002), and measured about the orientation side (111) in the film which consists of material which has

fee structure. Moreover, the magnetic properties of each magnetic-recording medium were measured
using the read/write analyzer RWA1632 made from GUZIK and spin stand S1701MP, the oscillating-

type magnetic-properties measuring device (VSM), and the Kerr effect measuring device. In

evaluation of magnetic properties, it measured in track-recording-density 600kFCI (at the time of

reproduction), using a single magnetic pole head as the magnetic head. After evaluation of heat

fluctuation resistance heated the substrate at 70 degrees C and wrote in in track-recording-density

SOkFCI, it computed the decreasing rate (%/decade) of the output to the reproduction output 1

second after after writing based on x(So-S)100/(Sox3). In this formula, So shows the reproduction

output at the time of after [ signal record ] 1 -second progress to a magnetic-recording medium, and

S shows a reproduction output 1000 seconds after. A test result is shown in Tables 1-9.

[0075]

[Table 1]
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lEiaiS

TJSJ
m I SB i960

(ori)

A95Q
(mag)

A850
H(*2

I&g5

J3S-

$
o s

(T)
mm 1Z

KOX.J {EH
15-b-K
10"X *"Cac!e)

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru D. U R RO. D 9 9 -ft 1v. I
0 fft

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru hep R Q0. J -ft 1
U. 1 U. 3f

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1,3 Ru km \*o Q 9
1 1- 0 9 A -fi A n 7R

^fifcf$4 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 Hep ft fl Q 9 1 9 -ft n (1 5ft

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 hep 5 9 19 ft 7 R -ft 1 0 Q1v. y i

j

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 70Ru30Cr 30 hep ft A ft Q 0. o -ft 9 0 70

u>r/a « 52Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Re 30 hep A 7 5 9J. £ U. D _C 73. J

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 NiAl Ru 90 hep 0. a 11 5
1 1. 3 0. o A 7ftU. to

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 l 1 \* i roj 9fi hep K fl
0. 0 7 9 1 A

1. 4 -fa. 1

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 9RAcr7ftn*>ilOngJ Due 9R ncp 7 9 Q fl 9 C0 ft 9 n on

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 9ft nep K fl
a. if

it 1
4. 1 -o. 0 n cn

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 9R nep ft 7
o. r

7 O 1 9
0. 0 0. btl

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 hep A ft Q 0 J. 1
-ft 9 n 7ft

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 30Re-20(Al2O3) 25 hep C*3 7.5 8.9 1.4 -5. 9 0. 65

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Re 30 hep (*3 10.6 14.6 3.8 -5.9 1. 36

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 25Ag75Ge 25 hep C*3 7.8 7.9 0.1 -5.2 0. 54

t£SH513
|

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ti 30 hep C*3 2.4 3.6 1.2 -4.8 0. 50

*2; A 6 50S ; A 9 50(mag)- A 9 50(or i

)

*3:ffl«; 65001701-16^28, ^5;25rai

0076]

[Table 2]

mm A 9 50
(ori)

t 9 50
(mag)

A050 smm

mm Bs
(T)

men m m-
s mm (g) (S) (£) 10-X

(9S/de

-cade)

^fiS^!l15 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 80Ni20Cr 20 fee (*i 6.8 9.7 Z9 -5.8 0.69

^SSff!l16 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 80Ni20Cr 20 fee (*i 3.5 10 6.5 -5.8 0. 72

mww 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 80Ni20Cr 20 fee c*i
|

6.0 7.4 1.4 -5.7 0.74

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 NiAl 8 Ni 15 fee C*1 7.5 10.3 2.8 -6. 1 0. 69

XBmi9 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 70Au-30(SiO2) 25 fee (*1 6. 1 9.7 3.6 -6.3 0. 66

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Cu 15 fee (*i 5.2 9.9 4.7 -5.8 0. 62

^fiS^I2l 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 80Pd20B 15 fee (*i 9.5 15.1 5.6 -5.9 0.71

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 80Ni20Cr 20 fee (*i 10.6 13.2 2.6 -5.9 1. 36

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 80Ni20Cr 20 fee (*i 2.8 3.8 1.0 -4.1 0. 69

*1:*ai6£:65Co17Cr16PT2B, ®$:25nm

[0077]

[Table 3]
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mm A 9 50
(ori)

£0 50
(mag)

4 6 50

m
§2&f§

Bs
(T)

mm m
s as

\
OA m

(§f) (g) (®) 10-X
(Vde

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 80Ni20Cr 20 fee 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 6.6 8.8 2.2 -5. 1 0.65

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 80Ni20Cr 20 fee 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 7.4 5.8 -1.6 -5.

7

0 72

3IBS0J23 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 80Ni20Cr 20 fee 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 7.3 4.6 -2.7 -4.3 0.47

HJS0U24 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 80Ni20Cr 20 fee 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 7.1 14.5 7.4 -6.1 0.92

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 80Ni20Cr 20 fee 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 25 6.8 16.8 10 -5.8 1.62

CUSCD^CEttnm)

[0078]

[Table 4]

IE m 4 9 50 -950 A 9 50
(ori) (mag)

mm Bs fflf£ mi E-
£ (T) mm (g) (6?> (g) 10-X

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 hep 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 6.6 8.8 2.2 -6. 1

88Co4Ta8Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 hep 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 5.5 8. 1 2.6 -6. 1

§£860527 85Co7Ta8Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 hep 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 5.6 8.3 2.7 -5.9

US$0328 92Cc4Ta4Zr 20 1.3 Ru 20 hep 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 5.9 8.9 3.0 -4.2

HSSf5d29 92Co4Ta4Zr 4€ 1.3 Ru 20 I
hep 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 6.3 8.3 2.0 -5.8

^565930 92Co4Ta4Zr 400 1-3 Ru 20 hep 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 6.2 8.4 2.2 -6, 1

H8SW31 80Fe10Ta10C 150 1.6 Ru 20 hep 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 5.5 8. 1 2.6 -6. 1

3t8SfM32 S^eGZrlZN 150 1.7 Ru 20 hep 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 5.6 8.5 2.9 -6.3

78Fe22(Al203) 150 1.4 Ru 20 hep 65Co17CrI6Pt2B 25 5.7 8.3 Z6 -6.2

(ggCDifMuStnm)

[0079]

[Table 5]

v-y\m 3)1*3

TlfeBi
g2fq) mm

mtm
4050
(ori)

4050
(mag)

4 050
m

w& m
<*

m mi m
<s

m Bs
(T)

mm.
(g) (B) (&)

15-1/4

10-X

nmm\ 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 (*i 6.5 8.8 2.2 -6.

1

mmmu NiAl 50 CrMo 15 Co22Cr12Pt58 50 8BCo4Ta8Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 on 5i5 8.3 2.8 -6. 1

SBS0335 NiAl 50 Crkto 15 Co22Cr12Pt5B 20 85Co7Ta8Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 c*i 5.6 8.3 2.7 -6.2

NiAl 50 Crkto 15 Co22Cr12Pt5B 100 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 (*i 6.

1

8.4 2.3 -5l9

•msmsi NiAl 50 CrMo 15 Co22Cr12Pt58 150 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 (*1 6.2 8.3 2,1 -5.6

Cr 50 CoSm 50 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 (*i 6.2 8.4 2.2 -5.7

*1:*gfS;65Co17Cr16Pt2B. g£5;25nm (B&G>mtiite n m)

[0080]
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[Table 6]

mmm
A 6 50
(ori)

A 850
(mag)

A 6 50

£
i

swab

&
B (T) <* (S) (S) (K)

I5-M-
10-X

(Vde
-cade)

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 6.6 8.8 Z2 -6.1 0. 65

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 3 6.4 13.1 6.7 -4.9 1.71

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 8 6.6 12,7 G. 1 -5.9 0. 98

H86£941 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 45 6.5 8.6 Z I -5.8 0. 55

^tS80942 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 60 5.5 7.7 1.2 -5.

1

0. 42

HBS£J43 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 62Co19Cr15Pt3«n 25 6.8 9.8 3.0 -6. 1 0.71

SIBSW44 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 68Co21Cr6Pt5B 25 6.3 10.3 4.0 -6.3 1. 45

II2S£!145 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 62Co17Cr21Pt 25 6.6 8.4 1.8 -5.6 0. 49

19ffi#J46 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 Co/Pd (*1 15 6.7 10.1 3.4 -5.3 0.36

;oo8i]

[Table 7]

mm A 8 50

(ori)
A850
(mag)

A 050
m

seam

&
8

Bs

(T)

mt
mm
<*

mm
£

(g) (g) (S)

I5-l/-h

10-X

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 w 6.6 8.8 2.2 -6.1

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 1009SO2 mm 0.5 Ru 20 c*i 7.0 9.3 2.3 -7.

1

^mms 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1,3 10WO2 mm 2.5 Ru 20 (*i 7.0 9.

1

2.1 -6.9

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 100SO2 mm 4 Ru 20 (*i 7.5 9.7 2.2 -6. 1

mmm 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 50KO2-509$Ar 1 Ru 20 c*i 6.8 8.5 1.7 -6.8

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 10*O2-90*SAr (*2 1 Ru 20 c*i 7.6 9.B 2.0 -6.7

*1:«&5S;65Co17Crl6Pt2B, Jg_;;25nfn (&<SO>*i!M2« n m)

«2:»?S^-F3telg}BR£lSC.rnKil)*2tL-C. lOOXAr&ffiOEgK 10KO2-90KAr£_EJaL£«.

[0082]

[Table 8]
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mm -650
(on)

A 6 50
(mag)

A 950
m

m
<*

Bs
(T)
mt

&
m

(S) (S) (S)
15-1,-h

10-X
(H/de
-cade)

5tfiS£il1 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 (*1 6.6 8.8 2.2 -6.

1

0. 65

^8501)52 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 60Co40Cr 5 (*1 5.4 8.7 Z3 -6.8 0. 55

f?H§fflI53 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 60Co40Cr 2 (*1 5.3 8.6 2.3 -6.8 0. 57

ftfi$fll54 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 60Co40Cr 18 (*1 5.

5

9.0 2.5 -6. 7 0. 52

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 60Co4DCr 25 (*1 8.8 2.3 -6. 4 0. 52

ins i/3 v 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 55Co35Cr10Mh 5 (*1 6i6 8.

1

1.5 -6. 8 0. 56

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 52Co33Cr10Pt5B 5 (*1 5.8 8.4 1.6 -6.8 0. 55

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 70Co30Ru 5 (*1 S.6 8.3 1.7 -7.0 0.58

5affiffil59 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 60Co30Cr5Ta5B 5 (*1 5.7 9.4 11 -6.7 0. 54

*1:fflf£:65Co17Cr16Pt2B. j?gc
: 25nin <©a©mtLLl3Cnm)

[0083]

[Table 9]

mm A 650 4650 A 850

mm£ (ori) (n»ag) m
Bs mm m teas. 10-X (Vde

_5 (T) (S) (g) (g) (uV) -cade)

SS8S0U1 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 c*i 6.6 8.8 2.2 -6. 1 2180 0. 65

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 (*i 92Co4Ta4Zr 3.6 6.8 8.9 2.

1

-6.8 2870 0.45

^BS#J61 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 (*i 92Co4Ta4Zr 7.0 6.3 8.6 2.3 -6.8 2350 0.53

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 (*1 92Co4Ta4Zr 9-6 6.7 8.6 1.9 -6.7 1780 0.84

^850563 92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 (*1 85Fe15Zr 3.6 6.5 8.8 2.3 -6.4 2660 0.52

92Co4Ta4Zr 150 1.3 Ru 20 (*1 89Co4Zr7Nb 3.6 6.6 8.5 1.9 -6.8 1720 0.51

*1:SB*&;65Co17Cr16Pt2B, g£:25roi> (flacDitiete n ir>)

[0084] Table 1 and 2 shows that outstanding record reproducing characteristics and the outstanding

heat fluctuation property were acquired compared with the example of comparison which set

deltatheta50 as the other range in the example which made deltatheta50 the range of 3 - 10 degrees.

From Table 1 or 3, by making deltathetaSO (mag)-deltatheta50 (ori) into 1-8 times shows that

outstanding record reproducing characteristics and the outstanding heat fluctuation property were

acquired. From Table 4, by making Bs~t of the soft-magnetism ground film 2 into 30 or more T-nm
shows that outstanding record reproducing characteristics were obtained. From Table 5, by forming

the hard magnetism film 9 within a field shows that sufficient record reproducing characteristics were

obtained. From Table 6, by setting thickness of the perpendicular magnetic film 4 to 8-100nm shows
that sufficient record reproducing characteristics and the heat fluctuation property were acquired.

From Table 7, oxidation treatment to the soft-magnetism ground film 2 shows that record

reproducing characteristics were able to be raised. From Table 8, by forming the nonmagnetic

interlayer 8 shows that record reproducing characteristics and the heat fluctuation property were

able to be raised. From Table 9, by forming the magnetization stable film 12 shows that the

reproduction output was able to be raised.

[0085]

[Effect of the Invention] If it is in the magnetic-recording medium of this invention as explained above

Since deltatheta50 of the specific orientation side of an orientation control film is made into 3-10
degrees and the difference (deltathetaSO (mag)-deltatheta50 (ori)) of deltathetaSO (ori) of an
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orientation control film and deltatheta50 (mag) of a perpendicular magnetic film is made into 1 - 8
times The outstanding heat fluctuation property can be acquired without worsening output

characteristics, noise figure, record reproducing characteristics, etc.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] the 1st operation gestalt of the magnetic-recording medium of this invention is shown —
it is a cross section in part

[Drawing 2] It is explanatory drawing explaining the measuring method of deltathetaSO.

[Drawing 3] It is explanatory drawing explaining the measuring method of deltathetaSO.

[Drawing 4] It is the graph which shows an example of a locking curve.

[Drawing 5] It is the graph which shows an example of a hysteresis curve.

[Drawing 6] It is the graph which shows other examples of a hysteresis curve.

[Drawing 7] the 3rd operation gestalt of the magnetic-recording medium of this invention is shown —
it is a cross section in part

[Drawing 8] the 4th operation gestalt of the magnetic-recording medium of this invention is shown —
it is a cross section in part

[Drawing 9] the 5th operation gestalt of the magnetic-recording medium of this invention is shown —
it is a cross section in part

[Drawing 10] the 6th operation gestalt of the magnetic-recording medium of this invention is shown -

- it is a cross section in part

[Drawing 11] the 7th operation gestalt of the magnetic-recording medium of this invention is shown -

- it is a cross section in part

[Drawing 12] It is the outline block diagram showing an example of the magnetic recorder and

reproducing device of this invention.

[Drawing 13] It is the block diagram showing an example of the magnetic head used for the magnetic

recorder and reproducing device shown in drawing 12 .

[Description of Notations]

1 [— An orientation control film, 4 / — A perpendicular magnetic film, 5 / — A protective coat, 30 /
- A magnetic-recording medium, 32 / — Magnetic head ] — A nonmagnetic substrate, 2 — A soft-

magnetism ground film, 3

[Translation done.]
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Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DRAWINGS

Drawing 1]

[Drawing 2]
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[Drawing 6]
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Drawing 8]
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